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CHAPTER l 
INTRODUCTION 
The notion of a Schauder basis for a Banach space is 
well known. Many generalisations of this notion appear in the 
literature but the generalisation which interests us most in 
this thesis is the concept of a Schauder decomposition 
introduced by Ruckle [76] and Sanders [78]. 
In this thesis we propose to generalise further to 
obtain a basis of projections in a Banach space. A net 
[PA : A] of projections in a Banach space is called a basis 
(of projections) provided 
(i) each PA is continuous , 
(A' s A) , and 
(iii) IIPAx-x II -+ O Vx E X • 
1 
It will be shown that many of the results obtained for Schauder 
decompositions carry over to bases of projections and some new 
results are obtained in the more general setting. 
In Chapter 2, miscellaneous results are obtained 
concerning the basis and the notion of a basic net. 'Monotone' 
bases are introduced and we present a characterisation of those 
spaces which possess a monotone basis. We also pay special 
atten ion to hose bases A] 
reflexive. 
of X .-+ for which p X'* 
" 
J.S 
The concepts of shrinking and boundedly complete were 
first introduced by R~C. James [7 OJ for Schauder bases and 
later ex ended to Schauder decompositions by Ruckle [16] and 
Sanders [18]. We show in Chapter 3 that these notions can be 
made to apply to bases of projections in Banach spaces and that 
many of the results obtained in [16] and [18] readily 
generalise to our concept of a basis. 
In Chapter 4 our main results are concerned with the 
apology generated by the projections which form a basis and a 
comparison is made between this topology and the weak topology 
of he Banach space. Some further existence theorems are 
obtained . 
2 
Chapter 5 is concerned with the existence of Schauder 
decompositions in certain non-separable spaces. It is shown that 
Schauder decompositions exist in weakly compactly generated 
spaces and in certain non-separable conjugate spaces. Some 
examples are given concerning shrinking and boundedly complete 
Schauder decompositions. 
Our sixth and final chapter is given in the form of an 
appendix as the results obtained therein are not related to the 
main body of the thesis. We shall be applying non-standard 
analysis to locally convex linear topological spaces and a 
3 
result of Luxemburg [.7 ZJ is generalised. A short introduction to 
the non-standard analysis required for the main theorem is given. 
Finally, the results of Chap er 5 and the Appendix 
have been published in he Bulletin of the Australian Mathematical 
Society ([ 4] and [ 5]). 
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CHAPTER 2 
MISCELLANEOUS RESULTS 
2.0 Introduction 
We begin the chapter with the definition of a basic 
net in a linear topological space E and some results are 
obtained concerning basic nets and bases in a Banach space. 
Section 2 deals with monotone bases and a characterisation of 
those spaces which possess a monotone basis is given. In 
Section 3 we deal with subspaces of X which are invariant 
under a basis. 
2.1 Basic nets 
We begin with the definition of a basic net. 
2. 1.1 DEFINITION. A net [PA : ~ of projections 
in a linear topological space E is called a basic net if 
(i) each PA is continuous, 
In the case where M = E, [PA : -'\] is called a basis (of 
projections) for E and in case M - E and A= w is the 
5 
set of positive integers, [P 
n 
w] is called a Schauder 
decomposition of E. 
A net [PA : A] of projections in a Banach space X 
A' SA. It will be called uniformly bounded provided that 
for some K > 0 , I/PAI/ S K for all A . 
In what follows , X denotes a Banach space, X* its 
conjugate and the adjoint of any projection P will be 
denoted by P* . 
2. 1. 2 PROPOSITION. A uniformly bounded increasing 
net [PA : A] of continuous projections in X is a basic net. 
Proof. We have only to show that if x E UPAX, 
then PAx ~ x. Suppose x E UPAX. Then there exists A0 
such that x EPA X. Then for A~ AO , 
so that 
y E UPAX 
uniformly 
IIPAII s K 
A ~ Al 
0 
PAX~ x. Next, if 
such that llx-y// < E 
bounded there exists 
xE 
K 
PAX - X 
0 
UPAX and 
Since [PA 
E > 0 
A] 
> 0 such that 
't/ A . Choose A such that y E PA X . l 
1 
, select 
lS 
Then for 
/Ix-PA xi/ S llx-y II + /IPAy-y II + 1/PAx-PAy II 
s llx-y II + //PA 11 llx-y II 
< (K+l)E. 
2. 1.3 COROLLARY. A uniformly bounded increasing 
net [PA : 1ij of projections is a basis for X if and only 
if UPAX is dense in X. 
2. 1.4 COROLLARY. If [PA : A] is a uniformly 
bounded basic net in X , then 
bounded basic net in X*. 
1P* 
- A A] 1,,s a uniformly 
The following theorem gives a condition for X to 
have a basis. 
2. 1.5 THEOREM. If X has a complemented subspace 
M with a basis then X has a basis. 
Proof. Let P be a projection of X onto M and 
let [?A : ~ be a basis for M • Define QA by 
Then 
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P P (I P) ( 1 I ~ 1 ) = A' X + - X I\. I\. 
Similarly we obtain QA,QA = QA, , (A' ~ A) . Finally for 
any x E E , 
A basis for X with its weak topology will be 
called a weak basis for X while a basis for X* with its 
weak star topology will be called a weak* basis for X*. 
2. 1 . 6 THEOREM. Let [?A : A] be a basic net in 
7 
(X' II • II ) Then U\ : A] is a basis for X if and only if 
[PA A] is a weak basis for X • 
Proof. Suppose [PA : A] is a (norm) basis for 
X. Then clearly PAx + x weakly for all x so we need only 
show that PA is weak-weak continuous. Suppose x 8 + x 
weakly and let f EX* . Then 
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It follows that weakly and the result follows. 
Conversely suppose LPA A] lS a weak basis and 
that UPAX i- X. Then there exists fE X* such that f = 0 
on UPAX but f i- 0 . Select X such that f(x) = l . Then 
f(PAx) = 0 but f(x) = l contradicting the fact that 
[PA : A] is a weak basis. / / 
2.1.7 THEOREM. If [PA 
[P{ A] is a weak* basis for X* . 
Proof. We first show that 
A] is a basis for X then 
P* A is weak*-weak* 
continuous. Let f 8 ~ f (weak*) and let x EX. Then 
(weak*) and so P* A 
f E X* , x E X • 
Thus 
is weak*-weak* continuous. 
P*f ~ P~f A 6 I\ 
Next let 
Thus P{f ~ f (weak*) and the theorem is proved. // 
2.2. Montone bases 
2. 2. l DEFINITION. A basis [PA : A] for X will 
be called monotone if IIPA II = l for every A . 
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2.2.2 THEOREM . Let X be a Banach space with a 
uniformly bounded basis [PA : A] . Then there exists an 
equivalent norm p for X such that [PA : A] is a mono tone 
basis for (X, p). 
Proof. For any X in X define p(x) 
p(x) - sup //PAx/1 It is then clear that p lS a -
A 
X. If for every A E l\ we have //.PA I/ S M , then 
p(x) S Ml/xi/ . On the other hand p X -+ X A implies 
1/PAxl/ -+ I/xi/ so that p (x) ~ /Ix I/ It follows that 
equivalent norm for X. Also we have 
sup 
A' 
by 
norm for 
that 
. p lS 
so that [PA A] is a monotone basis for (X, p) . I I 
an 
Let F = {FA : A EA} be a family of Banach spaces 
where A is a directed set. Assume that for A S A1 we have 
FA c FA, . Denote by X(F) the vector space of all functions 
f defined on A such that 
(i) f(A) E FA , ('{>-) , 
(ii) sup 1/f(A) II < 00 
' 
(iii) lim sup /If (A' )-f (A) I/ = 0 . 
A ASA' 
2.2.3 PROPOSITION. X(F) is a Banach space if we 
define l/f II by llf I/ = sup //f (A) I/ ~ (j E X(F)} • 
Proof. Let (fn) be a Cauchy sequence in X(F) 
Then for all A, . is a 
Cauchy sequence in FA. Since FA is a Banach space there 
exists a point f(A) in FA such that /If ( A )-f ( A ) II -+ 0 • 
n 
Now if E > 0 there exists N such that //f -f // < E for 
n m 
m, n > N. Then for all A we have 
1/fn(A)-f(A)// S 1/fn(A)-fm(A)// + //fm().)-fC\)// 
s /If n-fm/1 + 1/fm(A)-f(A) II 
< 2E 
for m, n > N and sufficiently large m. Hence 
sup llf (A )-f(A) II -+ 0 • 
n 
It is not difficult to see that 
f E X(F) so that the proof is complete. II 
For f E X(F) we define PAf by 
A' > A • 
It is easily shown that [PA : A] is a monotone basis for 
10 
X(F) • A closed subspace M of X(F) is called invariant if 
PAM c M for every A , that is, if [PA A] is a basis for 
M where PA is the restriction of PA to M. 
2.2.4 THEOREM. A Banach space X possesses a 
monotone basis if and only if it is isometric to an invariant 
subspace of some X(F). 
Proof. Sufficiency follows from the preceding 
remarks. On the other hand assume X possesses a monotone 
A] • Let F be the family {FA : A E A} where 
11 
FA is the range of PA. [QA : A] will denote the natural 
basis for X(F) previously discussed. Let M be the collection 
of all functions fx where x EX and fx(A) = PAx VA EA. 
We show that M is a subspace of X(F) We have 
< 00 On the other hand for 
implies that and the mapping 
isometry. 
X -+ f 
X 
. is an 
N P P P (p ) for 1 ~ 1 I th t ow Ax - A'x = A' Ax-x A A so a 
sup /If (A)-f (A')// = sup 
A~A. 1 X X A~A. 1 
Hence f E X(F) and M is a subspace of X(F) 
X 
M is invariant it suffices to show that 
this we note that 
To show that 
To see 
that lS, 
But 
Thus = fp X 
A 
-Vx (A' ) , A' ~ A ' 
lf x (A) ' A' > A 
' 
A' ~ A ' 
't;/A 1 , that is, 
and the proof is complete. II 
2.3. Invariance and retro-bases 
Let X be a Banach space and let [PA : AJ be a 
12 
basic net in X. A subspace M of X will be called 
invariant (under [PA : 1\J. ) if PAM c M for every A E A • 
If J_?A : /J. is a basic net in X and M is a 
closed subspace of X invariant under [PA : A] then 
[)A A] is a basic net in M where PA is the restriction 
of PA to M . [?A : A] is a basis for M if and only if 
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2.3. l THEOREM. Let [PA : A] be a uniformly bounded 
basis for X*. Then the following are equivalent: 
( i) X i,s invariant under [?{ : A] , 
(ii) for all x EX, A EA we have 
A. 
Proof. -(i) => (ii). Suppose X is invariant and let 
*A. A. x EX. Then P x = y for some y EX. We show that 
y E (x+(PAX*1_) n ((I-PA)X*).1. For every f EX* we have 
P{x (f) = y(f) , that is, (PAf) (x) = f(y) . Taking f E PAX* 
we get f(x-y) = 0 so that y Ex+ (PAX*).1.. . Taking 
(ii) => (iii). Let x E (PAX*)..1. n ( (I-PA)X*)i . For 
any f EX* , select g E PAX* and h E (I-PA)X* such that 
f = g + h. Then f(x) = g(x) + h(x) = O . It follows that 
x = 0 . Let x E X and select y E (x+ (PAX*).1} n ( (I-PA)X*)J.. . 
Then x = (x-y) + y where x - y E (PAX*)~ and 
(iii)=> (i) . Suppose x EX and that x = (x-y) + y 
where x - y E (PAX*) .L and y E ( ( I - PA) X *) .L • Let f E X * 
and select g, h such that g E PAX* , h E (I-PA)X* and 
f = g + h . Then P~x(f) = PAf(x) = g(x) = g(y) while 
y (f) = f (y ) = g (y ) Thus Ptx = y which completes the 
proof . I I 
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We now proceed to obtain some further results in the 
case where PAX* is reflexive. 
2.3.2 LEMMA. Let [PA : A] be a basis for X*. 
If P>.. X* is reflexive so is ( (I-PA)x*\_ • 
Proof. If PAX* is reflexive then so is (P>..X*)* • 
Consequently since (PAX*)* and ((I-P>..)x*f are isomorphic 
we see that ((I-PA)x*f is reflexive. The result now follows 
~ 
from the fact that ((I-P>..)x*)~ is a closed subspace of 
Proof. If X = (PAX*)l.. EB ((I-PA)X*)-1. then 
X* = (PAX*)~ EB ((I-PA)X*) ~. But X* = PAX* EB (I-PA)X* and 
..L (I-PA)X* c ( (I-P>..) X* )~ p X* C (PAX*).L. 
' 
so that we have A 
(PAX*t (I-PA)X* = .i PAX*= 
' 
( (I-P )x*) and p X* and A '..1. A 
(I-PA)X* are weak* closed. II 
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2.3.4 LEMMA. If PAX* and (I -PA)X* are weak* 
Proof. Suppose f EX* is such that f vanishes on 
that f = o . II 
2. 3.5 . LEMMA . Let [PA : A] be a uniformly bounded 
basis for X*. If PAX* is reflexive then 
are weak* closed. 
Proof. Necessity follows from Lemma 2.3.3. Assume 
that p X* >. and (I-PA)X* are weak* closed. Then Lemma 2.3.4 
show that 
and assume 
z E 
n 
(P>.X*)1- (±) ((I-PA)x*).L is dense 
X = lim X where X = y + z n n n 
It is clear that 
n 
in x. 
' 
A 
= z 
n 
Yn E 
Let xE X 
(PAX*) _L , 
Select K 
such that jjPA II S K , 't/A . Then llznll = llz II = IIP~x II s Kllx II . n I\ n n 
Thus the sequence 
subsequence 
(z) is norm bounded. By Lemma 2.3.2 a 
n 
of (z ) 
n 
converges weakly to some z . in 
((I-PA)x•)~ . Then (Ynk) converges weakly to x - z. Since 
(P>.X*)1. is weakly closed we have x - z E (PAX*).1_ and so 
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2. 3. 6 THEOREM- Let [E, _ : A] be a uniformly 
bounded basis for X* 3 UCh t ha t each p X-* A is reflexive. If 
P* 
A [Pt A]_ the restriction of P* to V then . A i.s A ,.~ , i.s a 
A (I-P))X* basis for X if and only if each P -X1r: and each ·· A 
is weak* closed. Such a basis for X* is called a retro-basis. 
Proof. If [P~ A A is a basis for X then X is 
invariant so that necessity follows from Theorem 2.3.l and 
Lemma 2.3.5. On the other hand if p X* A and (I-PA)X* are 
weak* closed then by Lemma 2. 3. 5 and Theorem 2.3.l we see that 
A 
- A A 
X lS invariant so we need only show that UP{X = X . It lS 
easily seen that PtX - ( (I-~ X* ).1. . It is therefore 
sufficient to show that U ( (I-PA)X*)J. is dense in X . Suppose 
there exists fE X* such that f = 0 on U ( (I-PA)X*)j_ Then 
fE ( (I-PA) X* )~ = (I-PA)X* for every A • Hence f = 0 and it 
follows that U ( (I-PA) X* )J. is dense in x. The theorem . lS 
proved. // 
2.3.7 LEMMA . Let [PA : A] be a uniformly bounded 
basis for X* such that p X* A is reflexive for each 
following are equivalent: 
(i) [PA A] is a retro-basis; 
(ii) [PA IQ is a weak* basis; 
A • The 
17 
(iv) PA ~s weak*- weak* continuous for each A . 
Proo f . (i) <==> (iii) follows from Theorem 2.3 . 6 while 
(i) ~ (ii) follows from Theorem 2 . 1 . 7 . (ii)~ (iv) and 
(iv)~ (iii) are trivial . // 
18 
CHAPTER 3 
SHRINKING AND BOUNDEDLY COMPLETE BASES 
3.0 Introduction 
The notions of 'shrinking' and 'boundedly complete' 
were first introduced by R.C. James [70] for Schauder bases 
and were later extended to Schauder decompositions by Ruckle 
[76] and Sanders [78]. In this chapter we propose to extend 
these notions further to bases of projections and to generalise 
results obtained in [76] and [78] concerning reflexive spaces 
and conjugate spaces. 
Section l is devoted to shrinking bases in X while 
in Section 2 some isomorphisms are obtained. In Section 3 we 
make a detailed examination of -the space B = UP*X* A and its 
conjugate and some results are obtained concerning reflexivity 
of X and its subspaces PAX. Section 4 demonstrates the use 
of a new definition of boundedly complete and in Section 5 some 
examples are given. 
3. l. Some general results 
We begin with the definitions of 'shrinking' and 
'boundedly complete'. 
3. l. l. DEFINITION. A basic net [PA : A] is called 
shrinking provided that A ---+- 0 for every f EX* where 
19 
IJf/lA = sup{[f(x)[ II x II = l , PA x = 0 } . 
3. 1.2. DEFINITION. A basic net [pA : A] is called 
boundedly complete if for every bounded net [xA : A] in X 
that xA-+ x . 
3.1 . 3 . PROPOS IT ION. A uniformly bounded shrinking 
basic net is a basis . 
Proof . Let [PA : A] be a basic net with /IPA JI ~ K 
for all A. If [?A : A] is not a basis, there exists an x 
in X , JlxJJ = l such that x f UPAX . By the Hahn-Banach 
Theorem there exists f EX* such that f(x) = l and 
f(y) = O for y E UPAX . Then 
Hence JlflJA t O and [?A A] is not shrinking. // 
Our main theorem of this section is the following. 
3.1. 4 . THEOREM. Let [PA: A] be a uniformly 
bounded basis for X • Then l?{ : A] is a basis for X* if 
and only if [?A : ~ is shrinking and in this case [!{ : A] 
is boundedly complete. 
20 
Proof. Suppose jjPA // S K for all A . We already 
know that [P{ : .iij is a basic net in X* 
be shrinking. Then for f EX* we have, 
1/P~f-fl/ = sup 
XEX 
= sup 
xc.X 
I P~f(x )-f(x) I 
llxl/ 
lf(PAx-x) [ 
llxll 
S (K+l)j/fliA -+ 0 · 
Let [?A : fil 
Hence P{f -+ f and [P{ : fij is a basis for X* . 
Next assume [P{ : /ij is a basis for X* and let 
f EX*. Then for any x EX we have 
If PA= I for any A , the result is trivial. Otherwise for 
any E > 0 there exists x E X such that jJx-PAxl/ = l and 
I/fl/A - E < 1/P~f-fl/ • 
Thus lifl/A S 1/P{f-f/l so that llf/lA -+ 0 and [PA A] is 
21 
shrinking. 
Finally let f?t : /Q be a basis for X* and let 
be a net in X* such that for some K' 
' 
XE X ' 
(fA-fA,} (PAx-PA,x} = f A (PAx} fA , (PAx} f A (PA,x} + fA, (PA,x} 
= P{f A (x) P{f JI! (x) P{,fA (x) + P{ ,f A' (x) 
- f A (x) P{P{ ,fA,(x) - P{ , fA(x) + fAt(x) -
- f A (x) f A, (x) - (Pt,fA-fA,} (x) -
= (f A - f A I } ( X ) • 
Consequently 
Thus IJ'A(x) : A] is a Cauchy net and therefore converges to 
f(x) say . Since the norm is w* lower semicontinuous we have 
llfl/ ~ K' . Since (!{ A] is a basis we have 1/P{f-f// -+ 0 . 
Finally for any x EX , A1 ~ A , 
~ P{,f(x) = f;,_, (x) V x EX, A1 EA. 
Thus P{,f=fA,. It follows that fA, +fCll·/1) so that 
[?{ : A] is boundedly complete. II 
3.1.5 PROPOSITION. Let [?A : A] be a shrinking 
basis for X • Then for every bounded net [x : A] ., Cl 
Proof. Let [x : A] be a net in X such that Cl 
22 
1/xal/ ~ K' \;/Cl and Cl PAXCl _,. 0 VA • Let f EX* and E > 0 • 
Choose A such that I/fl/A < El2K 1 and ao such 
implies IIPAxa/1 < s121ifll . Then for a ~ a 0 ' 
Consequently 
lf(xa) l 
X + 0 Cl 
~ I (f-P~f) xal + l p {f ( X Cl) I 
= If (I-PA)xal + [ f ( p AX Cl) [ 
~ II f II A II x a - PA x a II + El2 
~ (sl2K) (K' +El2 lifll} + El2 
+ 0 • 
weakly. II 
that a~ a 0 
3.1.6 PROPOSITION . Let [PA- : A] be a basis for 
X and suppose that for every bounded net [xA : Jg . -in X ., 
. 
-is 
shrinking . 
23 
Proof. Let fE X* and for each A select XA 
such that //xA// = 1 ' PAxA = 0 and f (xA) > i //fl/ A • By 
hypothesis f(xA) -+ 0 and consequently //f//A -+ 0 so that 
[PA : A] lS shrinking. II 
We now give the following improvement on Theorem 3.1.4. 
3. 1 . 7 THEOREM . Let U\ : A] be a uniformly bounded 
, 
basis for X . Then [PA : A] is shrinking if and only if the 
basic net [}~ : !CJ is boundedly complete. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.1.4 it suffices to show that if 
fy~ : A] is boundedly complete then it is a basis. Let 
f EX* The net [P~f A] is bounded and it is clear that 
Pi ,P~f = P~,f (A' ~ A) . Since [P~ : A] is boundedly complete 
there exists g EX* such that P~f-+ g. Then for all x EX 
Thus V x EX, f(x) = g(x) so that f - g , Ptf-+ f and 
[P~ : A] is a basis. II 
3.2. Some isomorphisms 
In this section Ll\ : A] will be assumed to be a 
basis for X such that for some K we have //PA// ~ K VA • 
24 
We shall investigate certain isomorphisms which will be used 
extensively in Section 3.3. 
3.2. l LEMMA. (PAX)* is isomorphic to PiX* . 
Proof. Let f E (PAX)* and define for x EX, 
Then cpAf E [(I-PA)X] J__ = P{X* , for if PAx = 0 then 
cpAf(x) = f(PAx} = 0 . Next if f belongs to (PAX)* and 
so that f = 0 . For any g E P{X* = [(I-PA)x] J_ , 
the restriction of g to PAX. Then for x EX 
let g be 
1 
so that Hence cpA is a one-to-one mapping of 
//cpAf// 
[ cpAf(x) I lf(PAx)I 
= sup /Ix// = 
sup 
//xi/ XEX XEX 
~ sup 
If (PAx) I 1/PAx// 
/IPA //pA (f) • 
//PAx/1 
• sup 
//xi/ = 
25 
Conversely since f = cr>Af on PAX we have PA (f) ~ l/cr>Af/1 so 
that and P*X* A are isomorphic. II 
3.2 . 2 COROLLARY. The mappings {cr>A 
Lemma 3.2.l are uniformly bounded. 
A E A} of 
follows from the fact that the PA are uniformly bounded. // 
3.2.3 LEMMA. (P{X*)* is isomorphic to (PAX)** . 
Proof. Let and denote t he norms in 
where C+JA is the mapping of Lemma 3.2.1. It is easily seen 
that ~A is an algebraic isomorphism of (P{X*)* and 
p being the norm in (PAX)* . Thus 
q2 (1/\F} 
Conversely, 
[F((pAf) l 
= sup 
ft (PAX)* p(f) 
~ sup 
IF ((pAf) l 
/l(pAf/1 ft (PAX)* 
~ q l (F) • //PAIi . 
l 1JJAF ((p~1f) I 
Pi(p~1f) 
26 
//(pAf// 
• sup p(f) 
Consequently 1J;A is a norm equivalence and so (P{X*)* and 
(PAX)** are isomorphic. // 
3.2.4 THEOREM. (PAX)** is isomorphic to P{*X**. 
Furthermore, there exists an isomorphism which demonstrates the 
equivalence and which maps each element of PAX into itself. 
(Here we are considering PAX as a subset of both (PAX)** 
and Pt*X** .) 
Proof. By Lemma 3.2.1 there exists an isomorphism 
XA : P{*X** + (P{X*)*. Let 1J;A be the isomorphism of Lemma 
3.2.3 and let TA= 1J)A o XA. TA is a composition of 
isomorphisms and is therefore an isomorphism between P**X** A 
Now let Then x belongs to P**X** A ' 
We first show that xAx - x. By 
definition of (as in Lemma 3.2.1) we have for every 
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f E X* , But since X E p X C P**X** A A we 
obtain x(P~f-f) = 0 so that -1 XA x(f) = x(f) -1 or X x = x. 
Thus xx= X . Finally we must show that if X is considered 
as a point of (P~X*) * then lf}AX = X . If <PA is the 
isomorphism of Lemma 3.2.l then for fE (PA x) * 
' 
1J;Ax(f) - x(<PAf) -
- <PAf(x) -
- f(PAx) -
- f(x) 
-
Hence TAx - lf)A o XA(x) - x and the theorem 
is proved . / / 
3.3. The space B = UP*X* A and its conjugate. 
We consider several isomorphisms involving B - UPAX* 
and B* and some results are obtained concerning the 
reflexivity of X and PAX. 
1.,n X** . 
/"-. 
3.3. 1 LEMMA . P~*X** is the weak* closure of PAX 
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Proo f . Firstly Pr*X** = (PAxfl. is weak* closed. 
1..L 
For if F O -+ F (weak*) where F O E (PA x) , then for 
Let M 
A 
be the weak* closure of PAX . Then 
" PAX C MC P{*X** 
( /'..,. ) ( )1. J.. ~ PAX~ =:J ~.l =:J PAX l.. 
The result follows . // 
P**X** A 
in 
3.2.4 . 
3.3.2 . LEMMA. PAX is refl exive if and only if 
Proo f . Suppose PAX is not reflexive and select F 
---... 
such that F ~ PAX and let TA be as in Theorem 
Then T- 1F belongs to P**X** A A 
....-.. 
Conversely if P**X** t P X A A and 
.,,,,,.....,, 
F E P**X** \ P X A A then 
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~ 
belongs to but not to PAX so that 
reflexive. II 
3.3 . 3 THEOREM. The following are equivalent: 
(a) each PAX &S reflexive; 
~ (b) each PAX &S weak* closed; 
(c) A UP**X** - X A 
Proof. (a)<=> (b) follows from Lemmas 3.3.l and 
3. 3. 2. 
"""' 
A 
( a) <=> ( c). It lS obvious that UPAX - X and that -
~ A 
UPAX C UP**X** . Consequently UP**X** = X if and only A A 
A 
P**X** C X for every A . But this lS true if and only if A 
/"\. 
P**X** - PAX for each A The result now follows from Lemma A - . 
3.3.2. II 
3.3.4 COROLLARY. Let X have a uniformly bounded 
basis [_FA : A] such that each PAX is reflexive. Then X 
is reflexive if and only if [!~* : A] _ is a basis for X** . 
Proof. The proof follows easily from Theorem 3.3.3. II 
In what follows B will denote the subspace of X* 
defined by B = UP{X* . 
3.3.5 LEMMA. Let ~A : (P~X*J* ~ P~*X** be the 
isomorphism which exists according to Lemma 3.2.1. If we 
regard any F in B* as a continuous linear functional on 
Proof. For any f EX* we have 
Also 
The result follows. // 
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Let T: X ~ B* be the natural embedding defined by 
Tx(f) - f(x) Vf EB. T is one-to-one for if Tx = 0 , then 
Tx(f) - 0 Vf E B -
=> f(x) - 0 Vf E B -
=> P~f(x) - 0 Vf E X* and VA -
=> f (PAx) - 0 Vf E X* and VA -
f(x) - 0 \ff E X* -
=> X = 0 
3. 3.6 THEOREM. Let [PA : ~] be a uniformly bounded 
basis for X. The mapping T: X ~ B* defined above is an 
isomorphism between X and B* if and only if [PA 
boundedly complete and each PAX is reflexive. 
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Proof. Assume that each PAX is reflexive and that 
(!A : A] is boundedly complete. Let F E B* We must find 
X in X such that Tx = F . Using Lemma 3.3.5 and its notation 
we obtain P~f (cpAFA) - <PA,FA, (A' ~ A) where FA is the -
restriction of F to P*X* A . Since each PAX is reflexive 
A 
we have P X - P**X** A - A so that there exists XA in PAX such 
that Thus for Since 
J!A : A] is boundedly complete, there exists x in X such 
that 1/xA-xl/-+ 0. To show that Tx = F we need only show 
that Tx(f) = F(f) for all f in 
and any f E X* , 
It follows that Tx - F on UP*X* A 
UP~X* - B. 
UP*X* A But for any A E A 
and so Tx = F on 
Final 1 y for any g E B , J F ( g ) I - I g ( x ) I so that 
Th us q (F) = q (Tx) ~ /Ix// where q is the norm in B* Also 
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if we let K be the uniform bound for the norms of which 
exists by Corollary 3.2 . 2 we have 
where is the norm in (P{X*)* . Hence //xi/ ~ Kq (F) and 
this shows that T is an isomorphism. 
Conversely assume T : X ~ B* is an isomorphism. To 
----------sh ow that PAX is reflexive we prove that PAX = P~*X** . 
Let FE P**X** A and let F1 be the restriction of 
F to B . There exis·ts x in X such that Tx = F 1 , that 
is, such that f(x) = F(f) Vf E B . Now [P)'.: : A] is a weak* 
basis for X* so that P~f(x) ~ f(x) for all f EX*. For 
AS A1 , P~(P~,f-f) - 0 so that F(P{,f-f) = 0 . since 
FE P~*X** . But 
and so 
P{,f(x) - F(f) Vf EX* - , A~ A1 • 
Hence F(f) = f(x) and so "' F - x It follows that 
"""" P X P~*X** . A = /\ 
Select constants K1 and K2 such that 
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where q is the norm in B* . For every F in B* define 
We show that [QA : IQ is a basis for B* 
It is clear that QA is a continuous projection and that 
n Orms Of T and T- 1 i· n B ( E , B .,_ ) d B ( B .,_ E ) t . l ~ an ~, respec ive y. 
For any F E B* , 
q(QAF-F) = q[TPAT-1F-TT- 1F] 
< 1/K /Ip T- 1F-T-lFI/ 
- 111 A II 
-+ 0 . 
Thus [9A : A] is a basi s for B* We observe that J]\ JCl 
is uniformly bounded. For if FEB* , 
q (QA Fl = q [TP AT -1 Fl C: 1/ K 1 lh T - l F II C: II p A 1111 K 111 T- l F II 
~ K2!K1 11PAllq(F) . 
Denote by SA the restriction of Pt to B. Then 
[§A A] is a basis for B . For any F E B* , f E B , 
QAF(f) = TPAT- 1F(f) 
= t[PAT-1F) 
= P~f(T- 1 F) 
= F (P~fJ 
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so that for FE B* 
' 
fEB. It follows 
that QA is the adjoint of SA so that [QA : AJ is the 
dual basis of [§A : A] . By Theorem 3 .1. 4, [QA l[j lS 
boundedly complete. 
Let [!;A : A} be a net in X such that //xA /I :S: M 
QA, (TxA) -1 - TPA,T TxA -
- TPA,xA -
- TxA, - . 
Since [QA : .i[J is boundedly complete, there exists F E B* 
such that q (TxA -F) -+ O Put -1 X = T F . Then 
//xA -x// .'.S: K2q (Tx'll -F) -+ 0 . Thus [PA A] is boundedly 
complete and the theorem is proved. // 
3.3.7 COROLLARY. A Banach space with a uniformly 
bounded basis !J\ A] such that LfA : A] is boundedly 
complete and each PAX ~s reflexive ~s isomorphic to a 
conjugate space. 
3.3.8 EXAMPLE. Let X = L(O, 1) . Then [75, p. 215], 
X is not isomorphic to a conjugate space. However X has a 
boundedly complete Schauder decomposition. For f E L(O, 1) define 
--
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(f(x) x s l - 1/n , 
P nf(x) - io l X > l - 1/n , 
Then JJPJJJ = ;:-l/n lfldm :,; JJf/J where m denotes Lebesgue 
measure , so that p 
n 
is a projection of norm one on X. 
is clear that PP - PP - P for m Sn . 
m n nm m 
For any fE X we have P f (x) -+ f(x) 0 < X < l 
n 
IP f(x) I S if(x)I 0 < X < l 
' 
Vn . Thus by the dominated 
n 
It 
convergence theorem [77, p . 26] we have J IP f-fldm -+ 0 so n 
that (Pn) is a monotone Schauder decomposition of X . 
and 
Let (f n) be a sequence in X such that Jlf n JI S K 
For any x E (0, 1) we have for 
l - 1/n > x, m > n , 
f (x) 
n 
f (x) 
m 
so that lim f (x) - f(x) exists for each x in (0, 1) and 
n 
by Fatou 's Lemma [77, p. 22], J1 lfJdm:,; K so that f EX, 
0 
It is easily seen that P f = f so that 
n n 
therefore (P) is boundedly complete. 
n 
/If -tll -+ o n and 
We now come to our main theorem of this section. 
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3.3.9 THEOREM. Let [PA : A] be a uniformly bounded 
basis for X • Then X is reflexive if and only if [!A : A] 
is shrinking and boundedly corrplete and each PAX ~s reflexive. 
Proof. Suppose X is reflexive. By Theorem 2.1.7, 
UP~X* is weak* dense in X* Since X is reflexive this 
means that UP~X* is weakly dense and therefore norm dense. 
Thus [P~ : A] is a basis for X* By Theorem 3.1.4, 
17P · /\J is shri· nki' ng Also 17Pf * ·. /\I is a basi· s for X* * l.5 A • H , 1.£ /\ 1.:j 
and therefore by Theorem 3.1.4 is boundedly complete. Thus 
IJ\ : A] is boundedly complete. 
Conversely, if [?A : A] is shrinking and boundedly 
complete and each PAX is reflexive, then by Theorem 3.3.6, 
X and B* are isomorphic under T where Tx(f) = f(x) 
Vf E B = UP~X* . But since (?A A] is shrinking we have 
B = X* and the result follows. // 
The following lemma shows that in Theorem 3.3.6, "T 
is an isomorphism 11 , may be replaced by, ''T is onto''. 
3.3.10 LEMMA. There exists a constant K such that 
for every x ~n X ., q (Tx) S //x// S Kq (Tx) . Here q is the 
norm ~n B* . 
Proof. Let ~A : (P~X*)* + P~*X** be the isomorphism 
the existence of which is guaranteed by Lemma 3.2.1. By 
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Corollary 3. 2 . 2 we can find K such that 1/c.pAF // S KpA (F) 
any x in E, 
q(Tx) 
l;JA where is the norm in 
- sup lf(x) I S sup lf(x) I = //x// . 
f EB -ur- f cX* -ur-
For 
Now consider the restriction of Tx to P~X* . This will be 
denoted by (Tx)A and we note that pA{(Tx)A} S q(Tx) . For 
any f E X* , 
c.p A ( Tx) A ( f) - (Tx) A (P~f) -
- Tx (P~f) -
- P~f(x) -
A 
- PAx(f) -
""" Hence c.pA(Tx)A - PAx Now 
The result follows since PAx + x. II 
The following theorem is a dual result to Theorem 3.1.4. 
3. 3. 11 THEOREM. Let [!A : /\.] be a uniformly bounded 
basis for X such that each PAX is reflexive. Then 1/\ ; /\.] 
is boundedly complete if and only if [sA : /\.] is a shrinking 
basis for B ~ where SA ~s the restriction of P* A to B. 
Proof. Suppose [PA A] is boundedly complete. 
Then T is an isomorphism of X and B* . Consequently 
~PAT-l : AJ is a boundedly complete basis for B*. Since 
TP T-l 
A is the adjoint of SA and [s~ : A] /1.. 
B , it follows that [§A A] is shrinking. 
is a basis for 
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Next assume [§'A : A] is a shrinking basis for B. 
Then [§~ : A] is a boundedly complete basis for B* . By 
Lemma 3. 3 .10 the mapping T is an isometry of X onto a 
rPAT-1 : A] A subspace of B* which we will call X. Hence 
TPAT- 1x A = SAX 
A 
is a basis for X and it is easily seen that 
for x EX Since [5t A] is a boundedly complete basis 
[TPAT-l A] A for B* . boundedly complete basis for X 
' 
. is a 
and consequently L!\ A] is a boundedly complete basis for 
X • I I 
x = [3:A 
Let D denote the Banach space of all nets 
A] in X for which 
(b) llx// - sup //xA/1 < 00 • 
A 
It will be assumed throughout that [?A : A] is a uniformly 
bounded basis for X , //PA II :s;; K "r/A . For any x in X 
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while it is clear that IIT1x/l ~ llx/1 Hence T1 is a norm 
equivalence or isomorphism of X into D. The following is 
trivial . 
3.3. 12 PROPOSITION. T1 is an isomorphism of X onto 
D if and only if [! A : A] i,s boundedly complete. 
It will be assumed for the remainder of this section 
that J\ is totally ordered. 
For any 
3.3. 13. PROPOSITION. Let J\ be totally ordered. 
X = 1-X 
- t.: A A] there exists a unique F in B* X 
Proof. For any f E UP~X* define Fx(f) = f(xA) 
where f E P{X* . Then Fx is well defined for if f E P{X* 
and f E P{ ,X* we may assume that A1 SA so that 
For any f E UP{X* , say f E P{, X* , we have 
IFx(f)I = lf(xA,)I 
s 1/fllllxA, I/ 
s llfllllxll 
so that IIFXII s I/xii The proof lS now completed by noting that 
4 0 
F may be extended uniquely to a continuous linear functional 
X 
on B . I I 
Let T2 : D ~ B* be defined by T x = F where 2- X F X 
is as in Proposition 3.3.13. We observe that if T x = 0 2- then 
for any f E X* , 
f(xA) = Ptf(xA) + (I-PA)f(xA) 
- PAf (xA) 
= T 2x (PAf) 
= 0 . 
Consequently x = 0 and T 2 is one-to-one. 
3.3.14. THEOREM. T 2 : D ~ B* is an isomorphism of 
D onto B* if and only if each PAX is reflexive. 
Proof. Suppose that each PAX is reflexive. Let 
F E B* and select G E X** such that //c// = //F// and 
G(f) = F(f) 'vf E B Since PAX is reflexive we know that 
P**X** A and so there exists such that 
P* *G x"' It 1 th t P (' ' S ' ) and that A = A. is c ear a A'xA = xA, A A 
sup /Ix A II S K//G I/ so that [xA : A] c D . For f E UP{X* , 
f-= P{X* say, we have 
F(f) = G(f) = P{*G(f) = f(xA) 
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so that F = T 2x. 
Finally 
/Ix II = IIP**G/1 \ A 
~ k//G/1 = KI/F// 
so that I/xi/ ~ KI/F II and T 2 is an isomorphism of rt onto B* . 
Conversely if 
exists X = LxA 
-
the restriction 
and so 
A] 
of F 
P**X** A 
reflexive. / / 
in 
to 
T2 
rt 
B 
. 
onto, let FE P**X** There lS A . 
such that TX = 2- G where G lS 
' 
that lS, such that 
which implies that 
3.3.15. COROLLARY. If [PA: AJ is shrinking and 
each PAX is reflexive then B* = X** and so rt and X** 
are isomorphic . 
-3.3.16. COROLLARY. Theorem 3.3.6 follows from Theorem 
3.3 . 14 and Proposition 3.3.12 on noting that T = T2 ° T1 . 
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3.4. An alternative definition of boundedly complete. 
In this section we present an alternative definition 
of boundedly complete which is in many ways more useful than 
that given in Section 3. 1 . It is shown that in the case of a 
Schauder basis the two definitions coincide . 
3.4.1 DEFINITION. A basis [?A : A] is called 
a-boundedly complete if /y~*F : AJ converges for every F in 
X** . 
3.4.2 PROPOSITION. Let (x) be a Schauder basis 
n 
for X and let (P) be the associated Schauder decorrrposition 
n 
defined by p X = 
n 
n 
I 
i=l 
f. (x )x. . 
1., 1., 
Then is boundedly corrrplete 
if and only if (P ) 
n 
1., S a-boundedly corrrp lete. 
FE X** . 
for all 
P**F 
n 
n 
Proof. Suppose 
Since each p X 
n 
Hence P**F E 
where 
n 
y EX 
n 
(P ) . boundedly complete and let lS 
n 
/"> 
lS reflexive we have P**X** - p X -
n n 
........ ....._ 
p X 
n 
for all n and we can put 
It lS clear that for m ~ n we have 
Since X is boundedly co-mplete ry ) converges to l n 
some y E X Consequently (P~*F) A converges to y and X is 
a-boundedly complete. 
Next assume that X is a-boundedly complete and let 
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(x ) be a bounded sequence in X such that p X = X 
m n m 
(m ~ n) 
n 
Since norm-bounded sets in X** are weak* compact, there exists 
a subnet [xa : A] of (xn) and FE X** such that 
A 
-+ F (weak*). For sufficiently large we have X a 
a 
and since P** is weak*-weak* continuous we obtain 
n 
x = lim P**x = P**F 
n n a n 
a 
A 
X --
n 
Since [?A : 11.] is a - boundedly complete it follows that 
(xn) is convergent . / / 
3.4.3 THEOREM. The f ollowing are equivalent: 
(a) . i,s a- boundedly complete and each PAX 
re f lexive., 
P**x 
n 
. i,s 
(b) for every F X** ., converges to a 
A 
point of X • 
Proof. Suppose [PA : 11.] is a-boundedly complete 
/"",. 
and that each PAX is reflexive. Then P{*F belongs to PAX 
A 
for every A and so lim P{*F belongs to X. Conversely, if 
A 
A 
a 
converges to a point of X for each FE X** , then 
by definition [! A : 11.] is a-boundedly complete. To show that 
PAX is reflexive, let FE P~*X** . Then for A1 ~ A we have 
A 
P**F - P**P**F - F A' - A' A - . By assumption this means that FE X so 
that It follows that 
is reflexive. II 
P**X** A and hence 
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3. 4. 4. THEOREM. Let [PA : A] be a uniformly bounded 
basis for X . Then 1£{ * : A] -is a basis for X* * if and only 
if [?A: A] is both shrinking and a-boundedly complete. 
Proof. Assume that [P{* . A] lS a basis for X** . 
Then trivially [PA A] lS a-boundedly complete. Also 
[P{ A] lS a basis for X* and hence [!A . A] lS a 
shrinking basis for X. 
Conversely, assume [PA : A] is shrinking and 
a-boundedly complete. Then [Pt : A] is a basis for X* and 
so if{* : A] is a weak* basis for X** , that is, P{*F -+- F 
(weak*) for every FE X** . But LP.A A] is a-boundedly 
complete and so l!{ *F : A] is norm convergent. Hence 
IIP{*F-F// -+- 0 and l:f{* A] is a basis. II 
The following theorem shows that Theorem 3.3.9 holds 
under the new definition of boundedly complete. 
. 
3.4.5 THEOREM. Let [!A: A] be a uniformly bounded 
basis for X • Then X is reflexive if and only if [? A : A] 
is shrinking and a-boundedly complete and each PAX is reflexive. 
J 
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Proof. The proof follows easily from Theorems 3.4.3 
and 3. 4 . 4 . 
3.5. Some examples 
Let Bl be a Banach space and for each positive 
integer n , let B = B** . El will denote the set of all n+l n 
functions f such that f(n) E B for n all n ' E2 the set 
of all F such that F(n) E B* 
n 
for all n and E3 the set 
of all <p such that <p E B for all n . 
n n+l 
3.5.1 DEFINITION. c 0 (E1) will denote the set of all 
f in E1 such that //f(n)// -+ 0 with the norm //!// = sup//f(n)II 
3.5.2 DEFINITION. ll(El) will be the space of all 
00 00 
f EE such that I I/ten) 11 < 00 with llt/1 - I II ten) 1/ -l 
1 l 
Similarly for ll(E2) and ll (E 3) . 
3.5.3 DEFINITION. m(E1) will denote the space of 
all f E E 1 for which //!// = sup 1/ f(n) 11 < 00 , and similarly for 
3.5.4 PROPOSITION. All of the spaces defined above 
are Banach spaces. 
The proof of this proposition is straightforward and 
will be omitted . 
We have 
00 
Proof. Let FE z1 (E2) and define TF by 
00 
I T F ( f) I S l I F C n ) (f C n ) ) I 
l 
00 
S l I/ F ( n ) // I/ f ( n ) // 
1 
S 1/F///if// 
If c > 0 is given, select N such that 
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l II F C n ) II < c · 
N+l 
For 1 Sn SN select x in B such that 
n n 
f(n) = 
0 n > N • 
Then 
00 
TF(f) - l F(n) (f(n)) 
1 
N 
- L F ( n ) (f ( n ) ) 
1 
> [f 11F(n)11] (1-E) 
> ( II F II - s ) ( 1 - s ) . 
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Since //f// = 1 it follows that //TF// z //F// and consequently T 
Finally let For any x EB 
n 
let X 
be the function defined by x(m) - xcS Vm Define x' E -
mn n 
by x' (x) = G(x) Vx EB . Define FE E2 by F(n) = x' n n n 
for all n . We show that FE zl (E2) and that TF = G . 
Then 
Let Fn E Z1 (E2) be the function defined by 
n 
F (m) = 
n 
- L' //F (m) II 
1 n 
Let 
x' m ~ n 
m ' 
O m > n . 
X be the subspace of 
n 
consisting of all mappings f for which f(k) = 0 (k > n) 
B* 
n 
We show that TF (f) = G(f) 
n 
Vf E X • For any f EX 
n 
we have 
n 
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n 
TF (f) - L F (m) (f(m)) -
n 1 n 
n 
- L x' (f(m)) -
1 m 
n 
= L G (f(m )) 
1 
- G(f) -
n 
Thus I /IF(m)II = /IF II= IITF II~ IIGII . It follows that FE Z1 (E2). 
1 
n n 
and define f E X by 
n n 
m ~ n , 
f (m) 
n 
m > n . 
Then f + f. But for any n , 
n 
TF (f ) 
n n 
It follows that TF(f) = G(f) and so TF = G • I I 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.5.5 
and will be omitted. 
define P f by 
n 
L__ 
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f(m) m ~ n , 
P f(m) -
n 
O m > n . 
It is not difficult to see that (P J is a monotone basis for 
n 
P*F(f) --
n 
-
-
-
-
P*F(m) -
n 
F (P nfJ 
00 
l F(m)(P f(m)J 
l n 
n 
L F ( m ) (f ( m ) J 
l 
F(m) m ~ n , 
O m > n . 
It is easily shown that (P*J is a Schauder decomposition of 
n 
(P~J is a boundedly complete basis for Z1 (E2J . (P nJ is not 
boundedly complete because the sequence (fnJ does not converge 
x (IJx II - 1J 
m m 
m ~ n 
m>n. 
On the other hand if c.p E m (E 3) then 
so that 
P* *c.p (F) --
n 
-
-
= 
P**c.p(m) -
n 
c.p (P*F) 
n 
00 
l c.p(m) (P*F(m)) 
l n 
n 
l c.p(m)F(m) 
l 
c.p (m) m ~ n , 
O m > n • 
From this we see that in m(E3) , UP**m (E J n 3 
(P*) is not shrinking. 
n 
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is precisely 
By Theorem 3.3.3 each Pnc0 (E1 ) is reflexive if and 
~ 
only if UP~*m(E 3J = c0 (E1 ) . Thus each Pnc0 (E1 ) is reflexive 
/"-
if and only if c 0 (E1 ) = c 0 (E 3) which is true if and only if 
B1 is reflexive . 
If B1 is not reflexive, then z1 (E2) is an example 
of a space with a monotone boundedly complete basis for which 
the isometry T of Theorem 3 . 3.6 is not onto. 
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CHAPTER 4 
SOME FURTHER RESULTS 
4.0. Introduction 
In Section 1 we investigate the characteristics of 
B = UP*X* ;._ It is shown that B has positive 
characteristic if /y;._ A} is uniformly bounded while B1 
has characteristic 1. 
Section 2 is involved with the topology o(X, ~) 
generated by the projections and conditions are obtained under 
which o(X, ~) is comparable with the weak topology. 
In Section 3 we present some existence theorems while 
in Section 4 a further result is obtained concerning shrinking 
and boundedly complete Schauder decompositions. 
4. l. The characteristics of B - UPtX* and B1 - UPt*X** 
The notion of a characteristic was first introduced 
by Dixmier in [8]. In this section we examine the characteristics 
of B = UP*X* ;._ and 
4.1. l DEFINITION. The characteristic of a subspace 
A of X* is defined by 
y(A) = inf //xllA 
//x//=l 
where //x//A = sup {Jf(x)J 
1/f//=l 
f EA} . 
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4. 1. 2 THEOREM. If [! ;\ 1l] -is a uniformly bounded 
basis for X ~ then y(B) > o. 
Proof. We observe that y(B) is the greatest number 
satisfying llxll B 2 y (B )//xi/ for all x in X . Thus we need 
only show that 
Now 
and 
/lx//B 2 /JxpJL__ Vx E X • ~
//xllB - sup{ lf(x) I : f E B, llf// = l} -
= sup{ I P{f(x) I f E X*, /\ E A, IIP{fll - 1} -
- sup{ If (P;\x) I f E X*, ;\ E A, /IP{fll - 1} - -
{lf(PAx) I } 
2 sup //P~////f// : f E X*, ;\ E A 
1 {lf(PAx) I 2 sup //P~ II • sup ilf/1 /\ E A' f E x•} 
{
lf(P;\x) I } 
sup Jjf/1 , A E A, f E X* = sup sup 
°).;_EA fEX* 
lf(P;\x) I 
lit/I 
= sup //P ;\ x /I 
/\ EJ\. 
2 llxll · 
The result follows . / / 
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4. 1.3 THEOREM. Let B1 - UP~*X**. Then B1 has 
characteristic 1. 
Proof. The proof follows from the fact that for any f 
in X* , 
llfll - sup J f ~IJ) J S: sup 4*21 = llfllB · I I 
XEX FEB l 
l 
4.2. The topology generated by the basis 
Let l_p A : A] be a bas is for X and let 
~={PA: A EA} . Let o(X, ~) be the weakest topology on X 
for which all the PA are continuous from (X, o(X, ~)) to 
(X, II·//) . It is clear that o(X, ~) is weaker than the norm 
topology. 
4.2.1 PROPOSITION. If o(X, ~) coincides with the 
norm topology then //PA -I// -+ O • 
Proof. Suppose that I/PA -I// + 0 . There exists s > 0 
and a subnet [P : A] of 
~A A] such that a /IP -Ill > E: a 
Va EA . Select points X ln X such that 
a 
//x I/ = 1 and 
a 
II (P -I)x II > E: a a Va E A . Let y = p X - X a a a a For fixed a 
and S ~a, 
Thus for all a , 
- 0 • 
Py Lo 
ex S 
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and so y S -+ 0 ( o ( XP)) • 
However IIY S II > s VS and so y S + 0 (II · II) so that o(X, P) 
and the norm topology do not coincide . // 
4.2.2 LEMMA. The sets { x : IIPAxll < s} where A EA 
a:nd s > O form a neighbourhood base at O bn o(X, P) . 
Proof. Let V be any neighbourhood of O of the 
W = {x where 
then for 1 :s;: i :s;: n , 
s = min 
. 
b 
Let A> A. Vi , and let 
b 
Now if XE W 
~ jjPA .11 IIPAxll 
b 
~ E: • • 
b 
Thus W c V and the lemma is proved. // 
In general the topology o(X, P) is not comparable 
with the weak topology . However we have the following results. 
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4.2.3 PROPOSITION. o(X, ~) is stronger than the 
weak topology if and only if UP{X* = X*. 
Proof. First we assume that UP*X* = X* . A Let 
f EX* and select A such that f E P{X* . Choose € > 0 
such that IIY II < € => I f(y) I < 1 Vy E X . Let 
V = {x : IIPAx// < E} . If x E V then 
if(x)J ~ lf(x-PAx) l+lf(PAx) I 
= lf(PAx) I 
< 1 . 
It follows that V c {x: jf(x)j < l} and so o(X, ~) is 
stronger than the weak topology. 
Conversely if o(X, ~) is stronger than the weak 
topology , let f E X* . By Lemma 4. 2. 2 there exists A E A , 
s > 0 such that {x In 
particular {x: PAx = o} is contained in {x: if(x)I < 1} 
Now if {x: PAx = O} ¢ {x f(x) = o} there exists x such 
that p X = 0 and f(x) t:- 0 Putting y - xlf(x) we obtain A . -
PAy - 0 but f(y) - 1 This contradiction shows that - - . 
{x PAx = o} C {x f(x) - o} whence fE {x PAX= of --
so that X* = UP*X* A . II 
4.2.4 COROLLARY. If A has a cofinal subsequence 
then o(X, ~) is not stronger than the weak topology. 
P*X* A 
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Proof. Let A be a cofinal sequence in A. Then 
n 
(PA) is a basis for X . Every proper closed subspace of a 
n 
Banach space is nowhere dense so that if X* = UP~ X* then X* 
n 
is of the first category which is false . // 
4.2.5 PROPOSITION. o(X, ~) i s weaker than the weak 
topology if and only if each PAX is finite -dimensional. 
Proof. Suppose o(X, ~) is weaker than o(X, X*) . 
We will show that (I-P{)X has finite codimension in X and 
to do this we need only show that (I-P~)X contains a subspace 
of finite codimension . There exist f f in X* such l .. · n 
n 
that n {x 
i=l 
If . (x ) I < l} c {x 
'Z., 
/IP Ax II < l} . In particular 
n 
n {x : f i(x) = O} c {x : IIPAxll < l} . If there exists x such 
i=l 
but JIPA(x!IIPAxll)il = l which is a contradiction. Thus 
n 
n {x f · (x) - o} c {x PAX - o} - (I-PA)X and the result - - -
i=l 'Z., 
n 
follows since n {x f . (x) - o} has codimension at most n -
i=l 
'Z., 
Conversely, if each PAX is finite-dimensional let 
(x1 ... xn) be a Schauder basis for PAX such that //xiii = l 
. 
for each i, • For each . 1,, ' 
is a maximal closed subspace and so there exists f. 
1,, 
f.(x.) = 1 and f.(M.) = 0. Suppose x EX and 
1,, 1,, 1,, 1,, 
If . (x) I < l/2n Vi . Then 
1,, 
since //x . // = 1 vi 
1,, 
n 
l a .x · I , say 1 1,, 1,, 
//P>-x// ~ n • l/2n - 1/2 < 1 . 
n 
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such that 
Hence n {x : lfi(x)j < l/2n} c {x : //P>-xl/ < l} and so 
i=l 
a(X, ~) is weaker than the weak topology. // 
4. 2. 6 THEOREM. Let [g >- : A] be a basis for X • 
If A ha.s a cofinaZ sequence then a (X, ~) . 1,,S 
metriizabZe. 
Proof. Let q A (x) = //P Ax// • _ The topology a (X, ~) 
is generated by the family {qA : A EA} of seminorms. It is 
sufficient to show that a(X, ~) is generated by the family 
{qA n - 1, 2, ... }. A metric which generates o(X, 4) is 
n 
then given by 
00 
d (x, y) - I 1 
i=l 21., 
qA. (x-y) 
1., 
1 +q A . (x-y) . 
1., 
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ow let {x : j/PAx II < s} be a basic neighbourhood of O in 
o(X, cp) 
/IPA x/1 < 8 ~ IIP1tll 
n 
generated by {qA 
n 
< s . 
n - 1, 2, ... } . 
Then 
Hence o(X, cp) is 
II 
4.2.7 THEOREM. Let A be totaZZy ordered. If 
o(X, cp) is metrizable then A has a cofinal sequence. 
Proof. It may be assumed that for every A EA 
there exists A1 > A Otherwise the proof is trivial. First 
we show that there exists a strictly increasing sequence 
in A such that the PA generate o(X, cp) • 
n 
Let (v J be a countable base of neighbourhoods at 
n 
0 and assume that V 1 c V vn . n+ n Select 
Al E A and s 1 > 0 
such that 
Assume that 
that < . . . < A 
n 
and 
and 
have been defined such 
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II PA _x II < E i} c Vi ( 1 { i { n ) . 
i, 
Choose A and E such that 
{x : // P, x /I < E} c V . 
I\ n+l 
and let A 1 > max{A , A} . n+ n Then if 
//PA x// 
n+l 
< E we have 
n+l 
so that {x : I/PAn+/11 < En+l} c Vn+l . Thus sequences 
It follows that {PA : n - 1, 2, ... } 
n 
generates o(X, ~) . 
To show that (A) is cofinal let A EA. There 
n 
exists Vn such that Vn c {x : //PAx// < l} . In particular 
If (I-PA ]xi (I-PA)x then 
n 
there exists x such that PA x = 0 but 1/PAx// - l , a 
n 
contradiction . Thus (I-PA ]x c (I-PA)X 
n 
Since A is totally 
ordered this means that An~ A and consequently Ak > A 
\:Jk > n . Thus (A ) is cofinal. // 
n 
6 0 
4.3. Some existence theorems 
In this section we demonstrate the existence of 
monotone bases in certain non-separable conjugate spaces. A 
Banach space X is called smooth if for every X in X there 
exists a unique fx in X* such that //fx// - //x// and -
f (x) = //fx////x// . For any subspace y of X we denote by X 
DX*(Y) the set of all f EX* which attain their norms on 
the unit sphere of Y. The following lemma is due to D.G. 
Tacon [19, p. 419]. 
4.3. l LEMMA. Let X be a smooth space and K an 
infinite ca:ridinal number. Suppose Z,W are subspaces of X 
and X* respectively of density character not greater than K. 
Then there exists a subspace C of X containing Z of 
density character not greater than K together with a linea:ri 
operator T: C* ~ X* such that if P is defined by 
Pf = Tf C Vf E X* where f C is the restriction of f to C 
then P is a linea:ri projection on X* satisfying //P// = l :. 
Pf = f Vf E W , P*x = x for all x E C and PX* = DX* (C) • 
4.3.2 LEMMA. If in Lemma 4.3.1, C . -is a proper 
subspace of X then DX* (C) is a proper subspace of X*. 
Proof. Select f E X* such that //f // = l and 
f(x) = 0 Vx E C Assume there exists a sequence (f) in 
n 
DX* (C) such that 1/f n -f 1/ ~ 0 . Then in particular, 
It follows that 
sup I f n ( x ) - f ( x ) I -+ O . 
//x//=l 
XEC 
sup J f n (x) I -+ 0 . 
//x//=l 
XEC 
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But fn attains its norm on the unit sphere of C so that we 
have /lfn/1 -+ 0 · . This contradiction implies that f i DX*(C) 
and the result follows. // 
4.3.3 COROLLARY . . If c1 c c2 c x and c1 t c2 then 
DX*(c1) t DX*(c2) provided DX*(c1) and DX*(c2) are subspaaes. 
DX*(c2J is a subspace we know [79, p. 418] that the restriction 
map T : DX*(c2)-+ c2 is an isometry. By Lemma 4.3.2 we can 
select f in C* 2 such that Let 
Suppose there exists a sequence (gn) in DX*(c1) such that 
/lg -g // -+ 0 • Then we have 
n 
sup I g n (x )-g (x ) j -+ O 
llxJl=l 
so that 
X €C 
2 
/ITg -f II -+ 0 · n But now Tg n belongs to 
that f E DC*(c1J which is a contradiction. // 
2 
so 
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4.3.4 LEMMA. Let c1 and c2 be subspaces of a 
smooth space X such that c1 c c2 and Z et T . : C 1 -+ X * i. i. 
be Zineari operators such that P. X* -+ X* defined by 
i. 
Pif - Tifc . where fc. 
i. i. 
i.s the restriction of f to c . i. 
Zineari projection on X* satisfying /IP . II = 1 , P*.x - x i. i. 
. i.s a 
Proof. It is clear that P2P1 = P1 . To show that 
it suffices to show that P*P* = P* 2 l 1 . Let F E X* * , 
f EX* . For any g EX* we denote by gC. the restriction 
i. 
of g to 
and also 
C . . 
i. 
Then 
P*P*F(f) 2 1 
P1F(f) 
= 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
P1F (P 2f) 
F (P 1P 2f) 
Fl Tl (P 2f) CJ 
TJ'.F l (P 2f) cJ 
F (P 1f) 
FlT1fc l 
l 
T.J'.F[tcJ . 
Since T1F E Cf* , we can by Helly's Theorem [20, p . 103 ] 
follows that P*P* - P* 2 1 1 and the result is proved. II 
We now come to our main theorem of this section. 
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4.3.5 THEOREM. Let X be a non-separable smooth 
space with density character µ and Zet Y be any subspace of 
X* with density character µ. There exists a subspace Z of 
X* which contains Y and which has a monotone basis. 
Proof. Let µ be the first ordinal of cardinality 
µ and assume that {xA ls A<µ} and {fA l s A<µ} 
are dense in X and Y respectively. Let SA be the closed 
span of {xA, l s A1 < A} and let TA be the closed span of 
{fA, . l s A' < A} . The density characters of SA and TA 
are less than or equal to card(A) . Let w be the first 
countable ordinal. By Lemma 4.3.l there exists a separab le 
subspace C of X and a projection p on X* such t h at w w 
Tw C DX* [cwJ = DX* [cwJ s C C 
' 
JjPwll = l and p X* . w w ' w 
Assume that PA has been defined f or e a ch ordinal 
A , w S A< a<µ t ogether with a subspace CA of X such 
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that the density character of CA is at most the cardinality 
of A and 
If a.=(3+1 put S = C (3 if x E C Cl (3 and otherwise put 
S = c6 G:) span{xCl} . The density character of S is less than 
or equal to the cardinality of Cl . By Lemma 4.3.1, there 
exists C c X of density character at most the cardinality of 
Cl 
Cl together with a projection p Cl on X* such that 
It is clear that SCl c CCl and CA c CCl (As a) , while Lemma 
4.3.4 shows that pp -pp =P A a a A A for A s a . 
On the other hand if Cl is a limiting ordinal put 
A< a} and apply Lemma 4.3.l as for the case where 
Cl= (3 + l. By transfinite induction there exists an increasing 
net [PA : w S A < µJ of projections of norm l in X* . If 
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z - UP X* then LPA w ~ A < µJ lS a basis for z where PA - A 
lS the restriction of PA to z . Since T C p X* Va we a a 
have Y CZ so that the theorem lS proved. II 
4.3 . 6 COROLLARY. If x· ~s smooth and non-separabie 
and the density character of X* i s equai to that of X ~ then 
X* has a monotone basi s. 
4. 4. The restriction of a basis. 
For every A E A , where [PA . A] lS a basis for 
X 
' 
let MA be a subspace of PAX and assume that 
PA ,MA = MA , for A' ~ A . Let M = UMA . If PA lS the 
restriction of PA to M then [PA A] lS a basis for M 
called the restriction of [PA A] to M. 
Let (P ) be a Schauder decomposition of X and n 
assume that the p are distinct. Select a sequence (x ) as 
n n 
follows . Let xl =f. 0 be such that Plxl = xl and for n ~ 2 
let x # 0 be such that 
n 
(p -P )x = x Then (x ) lS a 
n n-1 n n n 
Schauder basis for span{x1x 2 .. . } while the associated projections 
n 
Qnx = L fi(x)xi , where (fn) is the biorthogonal sequence to 
l 
(xn) , are precisely the restrictions of Pn to span{x1x 2 ... } . 
The following is our main theorem. 
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4.4. 1 THEOREM. Let X have a Schauder decomposition 
(Pn) such that (Pn) ~s both shrinking and boundedly complete. 
Then X has a separable reflexive subspace with a Schauder 
"basis. 
Proof. Select a sequence as above such that (x ) n 
lS a Schauder basis for M = span{x 1x 2 ... } . Let (Qn) be 
the associated sequence of projections, that lS, Qn ·is the 
restriction of Pn to M. By Theorem 3.3.9 we need only show 
that (Qn) is a shrinking and boundedly complete Schauder 
decomposition of M. 
Let ~EM* and extend ~ without increase of norm 
to f E X* . Then 
II~ 1/n = sup{ I~ (x-Qnx) I 
S sup{ If (x-P nx) I 
- /If/In + O 
since (P) is shrinking. 
n 
Next let (yn) be a bounded sequence in M such 
that Q y - y (m < n) Then we have Py - y for mn- m - · mn- m 
ms n Since (P } is boundedly complete,' there exists y 
n 
such that y + y . 
n 
Since y EM, it follows that 
boundedly complete. // 
is 
CHAPTER 5 
THE EXISTENCE OF SCHAUDER DECOMPOSITIONS 
IN CERTAIN NON-SEPARABLE SPACES 
5.0 Introduction 
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In their joint paper [1], D. Amir and J. Lindenstrauss 
obtained certain results concerning non-separable weakly 
compactly generated spaces. We shall use these results to 
demonstrate the existence of Schauder decompositions in weakly 
compactly generated spaces. 
The existence of Schauder decompositions in certain 
non-separable conjugate spaces will be shown to follow from 
results of D.G. Tacon [19] which are akin to those of Amir and 
Lindenstrauss. 
5. l. Weakly compactly generated spaces 
A Banach space X is called weakly compactly generated 
whenever there exists a weakly compact set K in X such that 
X is the closed subspace generated by K. Our main result of 
this section is the following. 
5. l. l THEOREM. Let X be a non-separable weakly-
compactly generated space. Then X has a Schauder decomposition. 
The proof of Theorem 5.1 . l is based on the following 
result of Amir and Lindenstrauss ([7], Lemma 6). 
norms 
5. 1.2 LEMMA. Let X be a linear space with two 
II· II, Ill· Ill , such that the unit ball in ( X , II/· Ill ) 
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. 
1.,8 
II· )/-weakly compact. Let µ be the first ordinal of 
cardinality the density character of (X, I/· JJ) and let w be 
the first countable ordinal, If {xa: a<µ} is a dense 
subset of X then there exists a family {P : w ~a<µ} a 
of projections in X such that 
3. the density character of (P X' II· II) a is less than 
of equal to the cardinality of a, 
We now proceed with the proof of Theorem 5.1.1. 
Let K be a weakly compact set which generates X. 
Then ([9], p. 434) the closed convex hull U of KU(-K) is 
also weakly compact. If Y is the linear span of U we can 
define a new norm on Y by 
II/xiii - inf{)._ > 0 x E AU} . 
It is easily seen that Ill· J/1 satisfies the conditions of 
Lemma 5.1.2 in Y so that the family {P : w ~a <µ } of a 
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projections with properties 1-4 of Lemma 5.1.2 exists in Y. 
Since u 
a<µ 
p y 
Cl 
is dense in Y , property 3 implies that we can 
select an increasing sequence (ai) of ordinals, w ~ Cli < µ, 
such that the P are distinct. Let T denote the 
Cl. 
i, 
Cl. 
i, 
restriction of P to U . Since U is /I· //-weakly compact, 
Cl. 
i, 
Tychonoff 's Theorem shows that UU is compact in the product 
topology and so there exists a mapping T: U + U and a subnet 
[TA : A] of (T ) Cl. 
i, 
such that TAX converges I/· 1/-weakly to 
Tx for every x in U. We may extend T to obtain an 
operator P on Y defined by 
Px - 1//x //I T (x I ///x //I ) · 
Then 
P Ax - I/Ix 1/1 PA (x I 1//x //1 ) = j//x IIJ TA (x I I/Ix Ill ) 
+ 11/x /// T(x/ 1//x //I ) - Px , 
so that PAx + Px weakly for every x in Y. Thus P is 
linear. Moreover since the norm is weakly lower semicontinuous 
implies that IIP // = 1 . Now since P is continuous, it is also 
weak-weak continuous so we have 
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Also so that 
Consequently P is a projection of norm 1 on Y. Since Y 
is dense in X we may extend p Cl 
n 
and p uniquely to obtain 
projections A A P and P on X Let f be ln X* = Y* and 
Cl 
n 
choose E: > 0 If x is in X , and y in Y is selected 
such that 1/x-y // < E: , then 
If (i\,,x-Px) J s J f (i\,x-P Ay) J + If lP "y-Py) J + J f(Px-Py) J 
< /If /I 3E: 
A A 
for sufficiently large A. Thus PAx ~ Px weakly for all 
A A 
x E X • Now P.X is contained in the weak closure of UPAX 
A A 
UP X --
A 
UP X which is simply the norm closure of UPXX Since X Cl • 
1,, 
A A A 
this PXc UP X Conversely if X . UP X gives lS ln \ Cl. Cl • 
1,, 1,, 
E: > 0 , we may select 
A 
y E UP X such that 
Cl. 
1/x-y II < E: . 
if y . . lS ln 
A 
p X 
Cl • 
J 
and if 
1,, 
. 
1,, is greater than J 
IIP x-x // S 1/P x-P Y // + //P y-y I/ + /ly-x /I Cl. Cl, Cl. Cl, 
1,, 1,, ~ 1,, 
- 11.P x-P Y II + //y-x II Cl. Cl • 
1,, 1,, 
< 2E: . 
we have 
and 
Then 
' 
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A A A 
Hence Px - x and it follows that PX= UP X 
a. 
i. 
For any fixed 
A A A A A 
A we have PAPx = lim PAPA ,x = PAX 
' 
since p A is weak-weak A' 
continuous, so that for every X in X /IP x-Px// = /IP Px-Px/1 
' a . a . i. i. 
A A A 
Finally for x EX define Q x = P Px + (I-P)x n a 
n 
We show that (Qn) is a Schauder decomposition of X Since 
A 
the p 
clear 
Thus 
are distinct, no Qn is the identity on X . It a 
n 
A A2 
that Q X -+ p X + (I-P)x - X Finally for m ~ n - . 
' n 
A AA A A A 
- p pp Px + p Px -
a a a 
n m n 
A A A A 
- p p Px + (I-P)x -
a a 
n m 
A A A 
- p Px + (I-P)x - a 
m 
- Q X -
m 
A A A A 
P Px+P Px 
a a 
n m 
AA A A 2 
PP Px + (I-P) x 
a 
m 
is 
(Q) is a Schauder decomposition of X and the theorem ~ n 
is proved. // 
5. 1.3 COROLLARY. If X is a non-separabZe refZexive 
Banaah spaae, then X has a Sahauder deaomposition. 
Proof. The proof follows immediately from Theorem 
-+ 0 
5.1 . l on noting that the unit ball in X is weakly compact. // 
. 
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We observe that if (Qn) is the Schauder decomposition 
constructed in Theorem 5 . 1 . l then Q X is also weakly compactly 
n 
generated . In fact Q K is a weakly compact set which generates 
n 
Q X . We have the following partial converse of Theorem 5.1.1. 
n 
5.1.4 THEOREM. If X has a Sahauder decomposition 
suah that eaah PX is weakly aompaatly generated, then 
n 
X is weakly compactly generated. 
Proof. Let Kn be a weakly compact subset of PnX 
which generates p X • 
n 
so is norm bounded. If 
Then 
ll x/1 
K 
n 
<M 
- n 
is weakly compact in X and 
for all x E K , let 
n 
B = K /nM and K = U B u { 0} . For any x E X and E > 0 
n n n n 
n 
select n so large that II p X -x II < E • n Since B also generates n 
P X , we can select y E spB so that lly-P x II < E • Then 
n n n 
/lx-y II < 2E , so that y E spK implies that K generates X • 
We must now show that K is weakly compact. To this end let 
(xn) be a sequence in K . If x = O for infinitely many 
n 
n or if x EB for some m for infinitely many n, then 
n m 
(x) has a weakly convergent subsequence and we are finished. 
n 
Otherwise there exists a subsequence (x ) 
n 
and a 
sequence of integers with -+ (X) such that 
Then llx II s 1/mk -+ O so that 
nk 
convergent . This completes the proof. // 
(x ] is weakly 
nk 
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5. 1.5 COROLLARY. If X has a Schauder decomposition 
(Pn) suc h that each PnX is reflexive, then X is weakly 
compactly generated. 
5.2. The conjugate of a smooth space 
A Banach space X is called smooth if for every 
x EX there exists a unique functional fx in *X such that 
//fx/1 - //x// and fx(x) = //fx////x// . It is known [6, p. 300], 
that if X -+ X 
n 
in the norm topology, then -+ f 
X 
in the 
weak star topology. Following Tacon [79, p. 416] we say that a 
smooth space X has property A 
norm topology we have -+ f 
X 
if whenever x -+ x in the 
n 
weakly. 
As in [79], if Y is a subspace of X, we denote by 
DX*(Y) the set of all functionals in X* which attain their 
norms on the unit sphere of Y. 
D. G. Tacon [79, p. 421] has established the following 
result. 
5. 2. 1 LEMMA. Let X be a smooth space with property 
A . Let µ be the first ordinal of cardinality the density 
character of X and let w be t he fir st countable ordinal. 
For every Ct , w ~a<µ , there is a subspace X of X of 
Ct 
density character less than or equal to the cardinality of et, 
together with a linear operator T 
Ct 
X* -+ X* 
Ct 
such that p 
Ct 
(defined by P f = T f where er a a 
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is the restriction of f 
to X ) is a hounded linear projection on X* satisfying: 
Cl 
2. and P X* 
Cl 
is isometY'ia to X* ., 
4. u 
a<µ 
p X* 
Cl 
i.s dense i.n X* ., 
5. P*x - x (x EX) • 
Cl Cl 
We observe that in the case where X is non-separable 
no P is the identity in X* . This follows from the fact 
Cl 
that the density character of X 
Cl 
is less than or equal to the 
cardinality of a together with the following result of Tacon 
[79, p. 420]. 
5. 2. 2 LEMMA. Let X be a smooth space with property 
A . Then the density character of X* is equal to that of X. 
Lemma 5.2.1 will be used to establish the following. 
5.2.3 THEOREM. Let X be a non-separable smooth 
space with property A • Then X* has a Sohauder decomposition. 
Proof. By Lemma 5.2.1 and the above observation we 
may select an increasing sequence (a) of ordinals such that 
n 
the projections p 
Cl 
n 
of Lemma 5 .2. 1 are distinct. Let 
Y = UX and for each n define 
an 
T' g -
a 
n 
T' 
a 
n 
Y* -+ X* by 
(gEY*), 
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where is the restriction of g to X 
a 
n 
The unit ball 
of X* is w*-compact so that, following the method of 
Theorem 5 . 1 . 1, we may select a linear operator T' . Y*-+ X* 
and a subnet of (T ' ) such that for every g E Y* 
a 
n 
we have T~g-+ T ' g (w*) . For every f EX* define Pf EX* 
by Pf - T ' fy where fy i s the restriction of f to Y. It 
is not difficult to show that P is a projection of norm l 
in X* and that P f-+ Pf (w*) for every f EX* 
a 
n 
If x E X , then we have for any f E X* , 
a 
n 
Pf(x) -
= lim f (P{x) = f (P* x) -
a 
n 
f(x) . 
Consequently, P*x = x for every x E Y. Let f E DX*(Y) 
and let x E Y be such that //x // = l and f (x) = //f // . Then 
//Pf II ~ /If II and we have Pf(x) = P*x(f) = f(x) Since X is 
smooth this implies that Pf= f. Conversely let Pf= f. 
We know [3] that the set of functionals which attain their norms 
on the unit sphere of Y is dense in Y* Th us we may find 
sequences (gn) in Y* and (xn) in Y such that //xn// = l , 
and Since X is smooth has 
a unique extension f to X such that 
n 
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Then 
Hence f E DX*(Y) and consequently PX*= DX*(Y) . Clearly 
UDX* (xa J c DX*(Y) . If fE DX* (Y) and XE Y is such that 
n 
llfll = llx/1 and f (x) = llfil //x II , then there is a sequence X n 
. in 
ux such that //x -x// -+- 0 . Since X has property A we have a n 
n 
fx -+- fx weakly. Thus f belongs to the weak closure and hence 
n 
to the norm closure of UDX*(Xa J 
n 
(This follows from the fact 
that by 2 of Lemma 5.2.1, UDX*(Xa J is a subspace and norm-closed 
n 
subspaces are weakly closed.) It follows that UDX*(Xa J - DX*(Y) . 
n 
Let hE PX* and assume that g E P X* is such 
a. 
J 
that llg-hll < E/2 . Then 
//P h-h// ~ //P h-P g II + //P g-g II + //g-hll a. a. a. - a. 
1., 1., 1., 1., 
< € for i > j. 
It is now easily shown that a Schauder decomposition of X* is 
Q. = p p + I - p. 
1., a . 
1., 
This completes the proof of Theorem 5.2.3. // 
We shall now show that every monotone Schauder 
decomposition of a space with property A is shrinking. 
5.2.4 THEOREM. Let X be a smooth space with 
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property A • If (P ) n is a Schauder decomposition of X such 
that 1/P nl/ = 1 for every n ., then (P~) is a Schauder 
decomposition of X*. 
Proof. Let f EX* be such that f attains its 
norm on the unit sphere of X and select x such that 
/jx JJ = /If II and f(x) = Jjfjj jjx II • 
Let f be the unique linear functional in X* such 
n 
property A , we see that f n + f weakly. Now //P~f n II ~ /If n II 
It follows that P*f (P x) = //P*f jj jjP x II and 
n n n n n n 
/IP xjj · Since X is smooth we obtain P*f = f , n n n n 
so that f E P*X. It follows that f E UP*X ~ and so by the 
n n n 
Bishop-Phelps Theorem [3], UP*X* = X* . 
n 
If f E X* , then for 
some n we may select g E P*X* such that 1/f-g jj < E • Then 
n 
for m ~ n, 
IIP;f-fll ~ 1/P;f-P;gl/ + 1/P;g-gl/ + /lg-fl/ 
- 1/P;,t'-P;g II + 1/g-f II < 2E • 
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Hence //P;,t'-f 1/ -+ 0 and (P*) is a Schauder decomposition of 
m 
X* . 
5.2.5 COROLLARY. If (Pn) is a monotone Sahauder 
decompo sition for a smooth space X with property A, then 
(P ) is shrinking. 
n 
5.3. Some further results 
In view of Corollary 5.1.3 we can improve on Theorem 
3 . ? . 9 for non-separable spaces as follows. 
5. 3. l THEOREM. Let X be non-separable. Then X 
reflexive if and only if X has a Sahauder decomposition 
satisfying: 
(i) (Pn) is shrinking, 
( ii) (P n) is boundedly complete:, 
(iii) each PX 1,,s reflexive. 
n 
Each of the conditions (i)-(iii) is essential in 
Theorem 5 . 3 . l as will be seen from the examples following Lemma 
5 . 3 . 2. 
. 1,,8 
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5.3.2 LEMMA. Let X be any Banach space, Y a 
compZemented subspace of X and P a projection of X onto 
Y . Let (Qn) be a Schauder decomposition of Y and Zet 
(Pn) be the Schauder decomposition of X defined by 
p X - Q Px + (I-P)x, (x EX). Then 
n n 
. (i) 1.,.s, 
(ii) (P n) 1.,.s houndedZy compZete if and only if (Qn) 1.,.s. 
Proof. Suppose (Pn) is shrinking and take f E Y* . 
By the Hahn-Banach Theorem there exists g EX* such that 
llf 11 - //g // and f (y) = g (y) , (y E Y) . We note that 
PX = 0 
n 
if and only if x E Y and Q x = 0 
n 
Thus 
//y 11 - 1, Qny = o} -
sup{ Jg(x) J I/xi/ - 1, PX - O}-+ 0 n 
(n-+ 00 ) , since (Pn) is shrinking. Thus (Qn) is shrinking. 
Conversely suppose (Qn) is shrinking. Take f EX* 
and let g be the restriction of f to Y . Then as before, 
sup{jf(x)j I/xii - 1, p X = O} = n 
sup{ Jg (y) j //y 11 - 1, Qny - o} + o , 
since (Qn) is shrinking. It follows that (P ) is shrinking. n 
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Next suppose that (P ) is boundedly complete. Let 
n 
be a sequence bounded in Y 
Then for m ~ n, 
such that Q y - y m n - m 
y . 
m 
(m ~ n) 
Since (Pn) is boundedly complete, there exists y EX such 
that //yn -y II -+ 0 . Since y is in Y this means that ( Qn) 
is boundedly complete. 
Finally assume that (Qn) is boundedly complete. Let 
be a bounded sequence in X such that PX - X 
m n m ' 
(m ~ n) . Then for m ~ n , 
Q Px - p X - (I-P)x 
m n m n n 
Thus QmPxn = Pxm , and (I-P)(xm-xn) = O . (Q) is boundedly n 
complete and so for some y E Y , //Pxn -y II -+ 0 . Also for all 
n ' (I-P)x 1 - (I-P)x n Thus 
so that (P n) is boundedly complete. / / 
5.3. 3 EXAMPLE. Let Y be a non-separable reflexive 
Banach space and let X be the direct sum z1 (±) Y. Let P 
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be the projection satisfying PX - Z1 (I-P)X - Y. Define 
a Schauder decomposition (Q ) of zl by n 
(Qn) is easily seen to be boundedly complete so that (Pn) 
defined as in Lemma 5.3.2 is a Schauder decomposition of X 
satisfying (i i ) and (iii) of Theorem 5 .3. 1. Yet X is not 
reflexive . 
5.3.4 EXAMPLE. Let Y be as in Example 5.3.3 and 
let X - a0 (±) Y The 'natural' Schauder decomposition (Qn) 
of defined by 
is shrinking , so that 
X 00 ... ) 
n 
for 
(P ) 
n 
defined by 
where p is the projection satisfying 
p X = Q Px + (I-P)x ' 
n n 
PX= a 0 
(I-PX = y lS 
' ' 
a Schauder decomposition of the non-reflexive non-separable 
space X satisfying (i) and (iii) of Theorem 5.3.1. 
5.3 .5 EXAMPLE. Let x = z2 (±) m and let P satisfy 
PX - Z2 , (I-P)X = m. For x - (xn) E Z2 define 
(Qn) is a Schauder decomposition of z2 and so is both shrinking 
and boundedly complete since z2 is reflexive. Consequently 
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P = Q P + I - P is a Schauder decomposition for the non-reflexive 
n n 
space X satisfying (i) and (ii) of Theorem 5 .3.1. 
5.3.6 EXAMPLE. If we replace m by c 0 in Example 
5.3.5 we obtain a separable non-reflexive space X with a 
Schauder decomposition which is both shrinking and boundedly 
complete. 
REMARK. The space X of Example 5.3.5 has no Schauder 
decomposition (P) such that each PX is reflexive. For if 
n n 
it had, then by Corollary 5.5.5, X would be weakly compactly 
generated and hence [1, p. 38] isomorphic to a smooth space. 
But we know [7, p. 114] that m is not isomorphic to a smooth 
space. 
5.3.7 THEOREM. Let X be a Banaah spaae. Then the 
following are equivalent: 
(i) X has a complemented non-separable reflexive 
subspace, 
(ii) X has a Schauder decomposition (Pn) such that (P ) 
n 
is shrinking and bouniledly complete and for some n ~ 
(I-Pn)x is reflexive anil non-separable. 
Proof. The proof follows easily from Lemma 5.3.2. 
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APPENDIX 
A GENERALISATION OF A THEOREM OF LUXEMBURG 
1. Non-standard analysis 
We shall begin with a summary of the introduction to 
non-standard analysis given in Robinson [74] and also in 
Luxemburg [ 7 2 J. 
The class T of types is defined by induction as 
follows: 
( i ) 0 is a type ; 
(ii) if 
... ' T n 
are types, then 
is a type; 
(iii) T is the smallest class satisfying (i) and (ii). 
By a higher order struature 
we mean a set {B 
T 
} which is indexed 
non-empty and for T -/- 0 -every 
' 
T -
set of subsets of X ... X B 
or 
in 
l Tl 
T 
n 
simply a structure 
T such that BO 
T ) B . . . . 
' 
lS 
n T 
The elements of 
are called entities and the elements of B0 are called 
individuals of M . A relation R of type T = (T1 ... Tn) 
M 
lS 
a 
M 
is an element of BT , that is, a set of n-tuples <b1 ... bn> 
where b. E B 
1., T . 
A structure M is called full if for every 
1., 
T) , B is the set of all subsets of 
n T 
X • • • X B 
T 
n 
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We shall require the notion of a higher order formal 
language A which is introduced as follows. The atomic 
symbols of A are: 
(i) the aonneatives, 1 (negation), v (disjunction) 
A (conjunction), ~ (implication), 
(equivalence); 
(ii) the variables, an infinite sequence of symbols 
denoted by x, y, z with or without subscripts; 
(iii) the basia predicates, a sequence cp ( ••• ) 
n 
the brackets contain n + l spaces; 
where 
(v) the quantifiers (V • ) and (3 •) , 
(vi) brackets for group formulae; 
(vii) the aonatants. This is a set of symbols of which 
there are sufficient to be put into one-to-one 
correspondence with the entities of a structure M . 
When a basic predicate cp ( ••• ) 
n 
is filled with 
constants we shall read 
the relation a 11 
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A basic predicate or type predicate whose spaces have 
been filled with variables or constants is called a well - formed 
forrrrul a (wff). If W is a wff then I W is a wff; if w1 
and are wff then so are 
and w1 = w2 . If W is a wff which does not already contain 
the variables x under the scope of a quantifier then (Vx)W 
and (3x)W are wff . A wff is called a sentenae when every 
variable is under the scope of a quantifier; otherwise it is 
called a prediaate. 
Suppose now that a subset of the set of constants of 
A has been put into one-to-one correspondence with the entities 
of a structure M . A sentence of A is defined in M whenever 
all the constants occurring in it denote entities of M. A 
sentence of A is true or false in M according to the following 
rules . 
(a) An atomic sentence of form T (a) holds in M 
T 
if and only if the sentence is defined in M and the entity 
denoted by a is of type T in M . 
(b) An atomic sentence of form <Pn(a, al, ... ' 
which is defined in M holds in M if and only if the 
corresponding entity a in M contains the n-tuple 
a ) 
n 
(a1 ... an) . This is the case only if a is of type T and 
(c) A sentence of form I W holds in M if and 
only if W does not hold in M. The sentence (w1 v w2) 
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holds if and only if either W1 or W2 holds in M, (W1 A W2) 
holds in M if and only if both w1 and w2 hold in M, 
holds . 
(d) (Vx)(W(x)) holds in M if and only if W(a) 
holds in M for all entities a of M, and (3x)(W(x)) holds 
if and only if W(a) holds for some entity a of M. 
If the entities of M are in one-to-one correspondence 
with a subset of the constants of A then M is called a 
A-structure . We denote by K the set of all sentences of A 
which are defined and hold in M . A A-structure *M is called 
a higher order rzon~standard model of a A-structure M whenever 
all the sentences of K hold in *M We observe that if the 
sentence T (a) holds in M it also holds in *M 
T 
Thus to 
each entity a of type T in M there corresponds an entity 
*a of type T in *M. It follows that we may regard M as 
a subset of *M through the one-to-one embedding a~ *a . In 
what follows we shall frequently identify a and *a. 
We remark that *M - {*A} need not be a full 
T 
structure even if M is. The entities of *M are called 
internal and the relations of the full structure based on *A 0 
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which are not in *M are called external. An entity b of *M 
is called standard if it is *a for some a in M . 
Let M - {AT} be any A-structure and let b be a 
binary relation of M say of type (T1 , T2) The domain of 
b is the set of all x for which there is a y in 
A such that P2(b, x, y) holds in M. We say that b is T2 
concurrent if for every finite set {x 1 . .. xn} of entities in 
the domain of b , there is an entity y such that 
P2 (b, xi, y) holds simultaneously in M for ~ = 1, 2, ... , n. 
A higher order non-standard model of M is called an enlargement 
of M whenever for every concurrent binary relation b of M 
there exists y in *M such that P2(*b, *x, y) holds in *M 
for all x belonging to the domain of B . 
We remark that in the application of non-standard 
analysis to mathematical structures, for example, a locally 
convex topological vector space E , it is necessary not only to 
consider an enlargement *E of E but also to take into 
account enlargements of the real numbers R or the complex 
numbers C . This may be done by taking for M some structure 
which includes both E and R or E and C. We then work in 
an enlargement *M of M which simultaneously contains 
enlargements of E and R or E and C. 
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2. Preliminaries to the Main Theorem 
In the results which follow it will be necessary for 
us to make use of a specific type of enlargement - the ultralimit 
enlargements of Luxemburg [72]. We shall begin the preliminaries 
with an outline of how such enlargements are constructed. 
Let M be a A-structure and let F be a filter 
over a non-empty set I . We construct a new structure M0 as 
follows. The individuals of the new structure are the mappings 
of I into B0 where M = {B } T 
T ' TE T are the mappings of I 
and the new entities of type 
into B 
T 
We observe that 
M is embedded in M0 by means of the constant mappings. We 
say that an atomic formula cp (a, a 1 , ... , a ) n n holds in M0 
if and only if . . . ' a ( i)) n holds in 
belongs to F , and T (a) 
T 
holds in if and only if 
holds rn M} E F . The A-structure M0 
. is 
called a reduced power of M with respect to (I, F) and will 
be denoted by F-prod M . If F 
is called an uttrapower of M. 
is an ultrafilter then F-prod M 
Let K be an infinite cardinal. A filter F over a 
set I is called K-adequate whenever for every non-empty 
family B of subsets of K with the finite intersection 
property there exists a mapping f of I into K such that for 
every BE B there is an element FE F such that f(F) c B 
or in other words the filter generated by f(F) contains B. 
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2. 1 THEOREM. Let M - {B} be any A-struature and 
T 
Zet U be an ultrafilter over I whiah is K-adequate where 
K > card(B), B being the set of all entities in M, Then 
the higher-order uZtrapower *M = U-prod M is an enlargement 
of M • 
The proof of this result is in Luxemburg [72, p. 26]. 
We now pr•oceed to define an ul tralimi t enlargement of 
ultrafilter over I 1 such that M1 is an enlargement of M0 
We denote by Jl the embedding of M0 into M1 . Next we 
take M2 = u2-prod Ml where u2 is an ultrafilter over I2 
and M
2 
is an enlargement of M1 . It may be shown that M2 
is an ultrapower of M which is an enlargement. If is 
the embedding of M1 in M2 then the composition mapping 
J 2 o J 1 embeds M in M2 • Proceeding in this manner we define 
a sequence M of A-structures such that M = U 1-prod M n n+l n+ n 
is an enlargement of M 
n 
We set I - UU and denotes 
n n 
the embedding of Mn in M 
n+l The .entities of the A-structure 
M will be called entities of rank n 
n 
A pair a , a p q 
entities of rank p and q respectively will be called 
equivalent if for every r ~ max(p, q) we have 
of 
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It is easily seen that this is an equivalence relation and that 
equivalent elements are of the same type. The set of sets of 
equivalent entities will serve as the set of entities for the 
direct limit structure M An entity a of M 00 is of type 
T 
a 
if and only if T (a ) 
T p 
is a relation of type 
00 
holds in M p for all 
T = (Tl ... Tn) then 
holds in M if and only if 
00 
~ (a a1 ... a ) n p p np 
a E a . p 
holds in 
If 
. . . ' 
M p 
for all a. Ea. and all a Ea. It is readily verified 
~p ~ p 
that M
00 
with these definitions is a higher order non-standard 
model of M, where the entities of M are identified with 
those entities of M which contain an entity of M. 
00 
2.2 THEOREM. (Luxemburg [72], p. 34). Let M be a 
A-structure and let M
00 
be an ultralimit of M with respect 
a ) 
n 
to a countable system {Mn} of successive higher-order uZtrapower 
enlargements of M . Then M
00 
is an enlargement of M. 
Some definitions and notation will now be given. Let 
n be a family (usually a filter) of subsets of a given set. We 
denote the (intersection) monad of n by µ(n) . By definition, 
µ(n) - n{*E, EE n} When n is the filter of neighbourhoods 
of a point x in a topological space (X, T) , we often write 
µT(x) for µ(n) . Luxemburg [72, p. 46] has shown that if *M 
. is an enlargement of a A-structure M, then for every set A 
of entities of a given type there exists the smallest filter monad 
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containing A called the discrete monad of A and denoted by 
11d(A) . If A= {a} , we write lJd({a}) = 11d(a) . 
2.3 THEOREM. (Luxemburg [72], p. 57). Let *M 
be a higher order ultralimit enlargement of M = {B } 
'I 
Then 
an internal set Ac *B (TE T) contains a standard set if 
'I 
and only if 11d(a) c A for some a EA. 
If (E, -r) is a linear topological space and 
{N
0 
: o E 6} is the set of all neighbourhoods of the origin, 
then the set of vicinities Vo= {(x, y) : x-y E No} is a 
uniformity u on E which induces the topology T • For any 
point z E *E, we define 11 (z) = n{*V(z) u 
*V( z) - {x (x, z) E *V} . 
VE u} where 
We recall that a proper filter F of subsets of E 
is called a Cauahy filter if for each VE u there exists 
FE F such that F x F c V or equivalently if and only if 
11(F) x 11(F) c 11(u) . A Cauchy filter is called minimal if it 
does not properly contain a Cauchy filter. 
The point z E *E is called pre-near-standard if 
there exists a filter F of subsets of E (necessarily a 
Cauchy filter) such that 11(F) c 11 (z) . 
u 
The concept of 
pre-near-standardness was introduced by Luxemburg in [72]. A 
necessary and sufficient condition that a uniform space A be 
precompact is that every point of *A be pre-near-standard [72]. 
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We shall make use of the following result. 
2.4 THEOREM. ([72], p. 76). Let X be a uniform 
space. A point z E *X is pre-near-standard if and only if 
there exists a minimal Cauchy filter F such that 
µ(F) = µ (z) • 
u 
Throughout the remainder of this work the following 
notation will be used. E will denote a locally convex linear 
topological space whose generating family of seminorms is 
{pA : A EA} . For an arbitrary topological space (X, T) , 
µT(x) denotes the T-monad of x . In particular µo(E'E)(O) 
is the monad of the origin of E' in its weak star topology. 
For any pair of real numbers, a, b, the relation a =1 b means 
that a - b is infinitesimal, that is, a - b E µ(O) 
A point z E *E will be called finite if pA(z) is 
finite for every standard A EA. If R denotes the real 
numbers then for every finite point a of *R there exists a 
unique X in R such that We write x = Sta in this 
case. For a locally convex linear topological space E and any 
finite point z of *E we define a linear functional on E' by 
St z ( z I ) = St z I ( z) V z I E E I • 
w 
3. The Main Theorem. 
Our principal result will be the following. 
3. l THEOREM. Let E be a iocally convex linear 
topological space generated by the family {p.\ .\ E A} of 
sem~norms and let z be a finite point of *E. The 
following statements are equivalent: 
(a) z ~s pre-near-standard, 
(b) for every equicontinuous subset S' of E' 
z' E *S' we have St z ( z I ) = z I ( z ) 
w 1 and 
and 
St z 
w 
continuous on S' with respect to the o(E', E) 
topology, 
(c) for every equicontinuous subset S' of E' , 
z ' E *S ' , n , 1 ( O ) implies z ' ( z ) = 0 • 1-'"o (E' ,E) 1 
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every 
. 
~8 
For the proof we will require some auxiliary theorems 
and lemmas . 
Let z E *E and let B(z) denote the collection of 
all finite intersections of sets of the form 
{z' : p.\(z'-z) < s} , where A and s are both standard. 
3.2 THEOREM. If the point z E *E is pre-near-standard, 
then every B in B(z) contains a standard point. 
Proof. Suppose z is pre-near-standard. It is 
clear that µu(z) = {z' : p.\(z'-z) - 1 0 for all standard .\} 
Now by Theorem 2 .4, µ (z) 
u 
Then B is internal and 
is a filter-monad. Let B E B (z) . 
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where µd( z ) is the discrete monad of z. By Theorem 2.3, 
B contains a standard point . 
3.3 COROLLARY. Ever y pre - near-standard point ~s 
finite . 
The following result is well known. 
3.4 LEMMA. Let X be a uniform space and 
[g O : o E LJJ a net of continuous mappings from X into the 
rea l numbers such that g O -+ g uniformly on X • Then g 
. 
~s 
continuous. 
For each A EA let EA denote the space E 
equipped with the seminorm pA and let s ' A denote the unit ball 
in E~ . 
3.5 LEMMA. S~ is an equicontinuous subset of E' . 
Proof. Let E > O and G = {x EE: pA(x) < E} 
Then G is a neighbourhood of O in E and for x E G, 
s< we have , A 
Ix' (x) I s llx ' IIE, PA (x) < E • 
A 
Hence S~ is equicontinuous . 
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3.6 LEMMA. A point z ~n *E ~s pre-neo.xi-standard 
in E if and only if z is pre-near-standard in each EA , 
Proof. Suppose z is pre-near-standard in E . By 
Theorem 3. 2, {z' : pA (z-z') < 1/n} contains a standard point 
xn Then (xn) is a Cauchy sequence in EA whose monad 
{x : v E *N-N} , where N denotes the set of positive integers , 
\) 
is contained in Thus z is 
pre-near-standard in EA by definition. 
Conversely, suppose z is pre-near-standard in each 
EA. By Theorem 2.4, there exists a minimal Cauchy filter FA 
such that where is the uniformity of EA. 
Furthermore, since z E µ(FA) for all A, it follows that 
nµ(FA) t ¢ and hence F = vFA (that is the smallest filter 
containing all the FA) exists as the filter of all finite 
intersections FA n FA n ... n FA where 
1 2 n 
Also 
A E A} by ( [ 12], p. 44). 
It suffices to show that u - VUA . Indeed t he uniformity 
u is generated by sets of the form 
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{ (x' y) 
n h, . < Ei]} B - x- y E n -
i=l i, 
n 
{ (x' y) h.<Ei]} n - n x-y E = n B'A. -
' i=l i, i=l i, 
say . But the form a base for so (i) follows from 
the definition of vu A . • 
i, 
(ii) µ (z) 
u 
We have 
µ (z) - µu ( {z}) -
u 
- {y (y' z) E µ(u )} -
- {y : (y, z) E nµ (u A)} -
- n{y . (y' z) E µ (u A)} - . 
- nµ (z) -
UA 
Thus for all A, µ (z) = µ(F.) 
u A /\ 
implies µ (z) = µ(F) . 
u 
It only remains to show that F is a Cauchy filter in E . 
Let U E u and select a basic vicinity 
is in 
V = { (x, y) 
n 
x-y E n 
i=l 
and is Cauchy in , we can find F. i, in 
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n 
FA. such that F . X F . C VA Put F - n F. Then FE F - ' 1., 1., • i=l 1., i, 1., 
and if x, y E F we have x, y E F. for all 1., and so 
' 
1., 
(x ' y) E VA. Thus (x ' y) E nvA . - V and F X F CV It . - . 
1., 1., 
follows that F is Cauchy in E and the lemma is proved . II 
Proof of T~eorem 2.1. 
(a ) ~ (b) . Suppose that z is pre-near-standard (and 
therefore finite) in E and let S ' be an equicontinuous 
subset of E' . By Theorem 3.2 we may select for each BE B(z) 
a standard point x8 in B The linear functional 
defined by x
8
(f) = f(x8 ) for f E E ' is a(E', E)-continuous 
on S ' , for if f 0 -+ f (a(E', E)) in S ' then f 0 (x)-+ f(x) 
Also x8 -+ Stw (z) uniformly on (s', a(E', E)) . 
To see this we must show that for all s > 0 , there exists a 
B in B( z) such that B ' CB implies lxB' (f)-Stz)z)(f)I < s 
Let G be a neighbourhood of 0 such that 
x, y E c~ I t ex )- f c Y ) I < sl2 Vf ES ' . Then *G contains an 
element BO of B(O) and for some BE B( z) we have 
B = B - z . For all B' CB 
' 
I f (x B , ) - f ( z ) I < sl2 Vf E s' . 0 
Finally 
lf(x8 ,) - stf( z )j ~ l f(x8 ,)-f(z) I + lf(z)-Stf(z)I 
~ sl2 + A , 
where A is infinitesimal. Hence for B' c B 
Thus St z 
w 
uniformly on (s ' , o CE' , E)) so that by 
Lemma 3 . 4, St z is continuous on S' with respect to the 
w 
o (E' , E) topology . 
Next we have to show that for every z' E *S' we 
have St z ( z ' ) - Z I (z) Let E > 0 be given. Since S' - l w 
equicontinuous, there exists a basic neighbourhood G of 
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is 
0 
such that Ix , (y) I < E/2 for every G and x' . S' y in in 
Transferring this statement to *E we obtain I z I (y) I 
for every y in G* and z' in *S' Next if X 
standard we have for x' EE' , 
Stw ( z-x ) (x ' ) = Stx ' ( z-x ) 
- St{x' (z)-x' (x)} 
= Stx ' (z )- Stx ' (x ) 
- St z (x ' ) - St x (x ' ) 
w w 
Thus for standard x we obtain 
< E/2 
. is 
St z(z') - z '(z) = St (z-x)(z') + St x(z') - z'(z-x) - z'(x). 
w w w 
Let B - z - *G. Since z is pre-near-standard we can 
select a standard x with x EB , by Theorem 3.2. Putting 
y = z - x , y belongs to *G and so lx'(y)j < E/2 for every 
x' ES' . Hence for (standard) x' ES' we obtain 
I Stw (z-x) (x' ) I = I Stx' (z-x) I -1 Ix' (y) I < s /2 
Transferring to *E we obtain 
I Stw(z-x)(z' )j < s/2 (z' E *S') . 
Next for all x' in E I we have St x (x 1 ) = x '(x) 
w 
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Hence 
in *E' 
' 
St x ( z ' ) = z ' (x ) • 
w 
Since z - x E *G we also have 
lz'(z-x)j < s/2 for z' E *S' . Thus, finally, 
I St w~ ( z ' ) - z ' ( z ) I S: I St w ( z -x ) ( z ' ) I + I St wx ( z ' ) - z ' (x ) I + I z ' ( z-x ) I 
< € • 
It follows that St z ( z' ) = z' ( z) for all z' E *S' . 
w l 
(b) ~ (a). Suppose that z is a finite point of *E 
such that for every equicontinuous subset S' of E' we have 
(ii) St z is o(E', E) continuous on S' . 
w 
By (ii) and [14, Theorem 4.2.7] we have 
Hence z' E µo(E' ,E)(O) n *S' implies z' (z) - 1 0 . 
(a)~ (a). Suppose that z is a finite point of *E 
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such that for every equicontinuous subset S' of E' and for every 
z' E ~·:s' n 1-\r(E'E)(O) we have z'(z) =1 O. Fix ;\ and take 
S' - S' 
;\ By Lemma 2.5 , S~ is equicontinuous in E' . Since 
S~ c E~ , the topologies o(E' ,E) and o(E~,E) coincide on S~ . 
Hence 
by hypothesis. 
It is easily shown that [ 7 2, the·orem 3 .17. 2] also holds 
for seminormed spaces so that by (c) ~ (a) of that theorem we 
now obtain that z is pre-near-standard in each EA. Thus by 
Lemma 2. 6 , z is pre -near-standard in E • I I 
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